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Abstract 
 
This thesis explores the role of the Swedish Migration Agency (SMA) caseworkers in sexual 

orientation, gender identity and expression (SOGIE) asylum assessments. Through seven 

semi-structured interviews with the SMA caseworkers, this thesis investigates their 

understanding, experience, and interpretation of the SOGIE asylum assessment and their role. 

This research queries how bureaucratic structures influence the caseworkers’ role. Concepts of 

identity, identification, and power are discussed in the analysis by employing a queer theory 

and social constructivist framework. The findings and analysis shed light on the bureaucratic 

violence ingrained in the SMA’s essentialist understanding of SOGIE asylum seekers, 

simplifying identity and ignoring diversity. To distinguish between ‘true’ queer refugees and 

unreliable asylum seekers, caseworkers adopt a sceptical and interrogative stance during the 

assessment. In this setting, asylum caseworkers function as executors of state policy and 

struggle internally to balance their compassion and bureaucratic efficiency, resulting in 

emotional detachment. The thesis finally suggests that the SMA SOGIE asylum system may 

be inappropriate due to lack of training, unclear guidelines, and inadequate time and staffing – 

crucial for fair and just assessments.  
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Popular Science Summary 
 

This master’s thesis is on the topic of sexual orientation, gender identity and expression 

(SOGIE) asylum – also referred to as SOGIE, queer, or LGBTQI asylum. To examine the 

subject, I study the Swedish Migration Agency (SMA) caseworkers who are responsible for 

assessing SOGIE asylum. In their daily work, they carry out interviews with asylum seekers 

to assess whether they are in need of protection or not. I conducted seven online interviews 

with asylum caseworkers, asking them about their work and what it is like working as a state 

employee. I ask how they interpret guidelines, understand their role, and how bureaucratic 

structures influence the assessment. The research aims and questions were developed by 

engaging in previous research about SOGIE asylum and asylum management. The theoretical 

framework covers concepts from queer theory and social constructivism. For example, I 

engage with theories regarding power and identity. The findings and analysis consist of three 

sections. Firstly, I discuss how SOGIE are essentialised by the SMA. Essentialising is a 

process that simplifies identity into simple and fixed characteristics, ignoring the diverse 

human experience. Second, I analyse how the caseworkers understand and navigate their role 

in the context of SOGIE asylum. Lastly, I examine the internal criticism that the caseworkers 

express and how it indicates possible conflicts and challenges within the SMA. The result of 

the thesis points to the fact that the processing of SOGIE asylum lacks sufficient training, 

time, staffing, and guidelines for it to be carried out as fairly as possible. 
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Introduction 
 

The distinctive feature of sexual orientation, gender identity and expression (hereafter, 

SOGIE) asylum assessment is that SOGIE cannot be reliably proven. Apart from the most 

apparent method of demonstrating SOGIE – a person’s self-identification as lesbian, gay, 

bisexual, trans, queer, or intersex (hereafter, LGBTQI) – SOGIE may also be determined by 

sexual behaviour or inner emotions. The latter is assessed under the Swedish asylum system 

as the Refugee Convention protects LGBTQI persons from persecution based on their identity 

rather than their actions (Middelkoop, 2013, p. 157). The Swedish Migration Agency’s 

(hereafter, SMA) caseworkers have a unique position as agents between politics, bureaucracy, 

and asylum seekers. Tasked with assessing asylum claims and separating reliable SOGIE 

claims from unreliable ones, caseworkers enter a multifaceted epistemological debate on 

human sexuality, gender, and identity. The role of the SMA’s caseworkers raises questions 

about the intersection of power and identity (and identification) and whether it is appropriate 

for them, on behalf of the state, to arbitrate specific understandings of sexuality and gender 

that norms and biases may influence. Swedish authorities and civil servants have a reputation 

for neutrality but are also responsible for carrying out the government’s inherently political 

policies. In an interview with Swedish Television, Anna Lindblad – deputy head of law at the 

SMA – acknowledged the agency’s need to improve its work with SOGIE asylum cases 

(Christiansen & Tidevall, 2023). This highlights the need to understand the asylum process 

from the inside and examine how the SMA caseworkers interpret the SOGIE asylum 

assessment and their role in it.  

 

The landscape of asylum protection is currently undergoing a paradigm shift in both Sweden 

and the European Union (hereafter, EU) against the backdrop of changing migration policies. 

Countries that previously had extended asylum protection are now more focused on limiting 

the number of refugees they allow (LaViolette, 2013, p. 207). The Tidö Agreement, presented 

in the fall of 2022, demonstrates this trend in Sweden, emphasising reduced asylum-related 

migration and integration of migrants into stringent Swedish norms (Regeringskansliet, 2023). 

Similarly, the New Pact for Migration and Asylum, approved in December 2023, introduces 

the concept of a ‘safe third country’, enabling member nations to make decisions about 

foreign countries’ safety. Employed as a bordering practice, the concept further inhibits 

displaced persons from being acknowledged as refugees under the Refugee Convention 
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(Osso, 2023). This idea is ambiguous, especially for SOGIE refugees, who are more likely to 

experience violence and prejudice due to their intersecting identities.  

 

Research Issue and Aim  
 

It is crucial to recognise the entirety of the asylum process to enhance its effectiveness. 

Previous research reveals that SOGIE asylum seekers are not always treated equitably 

throughout the process (Gröndahl, 2020; 2023). These individuals may be subjected to 

privacy violations during assessments and feel compelled to conform their narratives to align 

with expectations of their SOGIE identity (Akin, 2017). Additionally, governing documents 

utilised in the asylum review process of SOGIE cases may contain ambiguous language 

(Gröndahl, 2023; Johannesson, 2023). However, a lack of research delves into the 

caseworkers’ role in depth – examining their work, perceptions, and interpretations of asylum 

processes on SOGIE grounds. Through the lens of queer theory, I highlight the social 

constructivist nature of SOGIE credibility assessments in the Swedish asylum system. I do so 

through interviews with the SMA caseworkers, discussing their experience and role as civil 

servants. 

 

Welfare studies can benefit from this work on two fronts. First, a better investigation of 

SOGIE asylum cases is necessary to improve welfare access for SOGIE refugees and asylum 

seekers in Sweden. Second, the fair and efficient conduct of the assessment is greatly 

dependent on the SMA staff, who handle these cases on a day-to-day basis and have decision-

making authority. Ensuring population well-being is a top priority for the government and the 

SMA. As civil servants, they carry out and enforce Swedish laws and policies, as well as the 

directives of the SMA. Fairness in the asylum assessment process for SOGIE asylum seekers 

is crucial. Concerning the literature review, I contend that gathering perspectives from the 

entities that execute – and occasionally neglect to execute – legal stances and directives from 

the SMA, the government, the EU, and the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 

(hereafter, UNHCR) is essential. Studies exploring caseworkers’ experiences in this setting 

are rare in Sweden. 
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Research Questions 
 

My thesis centres on SOGIE asylum cases, focusing on Sweden. Despite caseworkers in 

Sweden being bound to a legal position document, disparate outcomes are observed in 

otherwise similar cases (Gröndahl, 2020; 2023). Thus, my research focuses on the SMA 

caseworkers’ experience processing SOGIE asylum applications beyond the legal positioning 

and other official frameworks. To understand what insights can be gained from the SMA 

caseworkers’ experiences in assessing SOGIE asylum, I ask the following: 

 

- What is the role of caseworkers in the assessment of SOGIE asylum? 

a. How do caseworkers perceive their role? 

b. How do bureaucratic structures impact caseworkers’ roles? 

 

Delimitations  
 

In this study, I analyse qualitative data from seven semi-structured interviews with 

caseworkers at the SMA. Although in this study, I sometimes refer to laws and legal positions 

regarding migration and asylum, it is not my intention to analyse these in detail. ‘Queer’ and 

‘LGBTQI’ are used interchangeably throughout the thesis, encompassing non-hetero and non-

cis individuals. With the literature review as a background, I argue that studies examining 

asylum processing of SOGIE identity in Sweden are lacking. Within the area, there are 

different angles to investigate. Although I consider it relevant and crucial to research SOGIE 

asylum seekers and refugees’ experiences of the system or to examine legal documents, there 

is a gap in the literature regarding the caseworker’s position. Caseworkers are often 

mentioned in the literature that examines asylum seekers or laws. Still, these lack the personal 

experiences and in-depth understandings that the caseworker has of the asylum process and 

the role of a civil servant. Caseworkers play a vital role as intermediaries between 

policymakers and asylum seekers. They must navigate the demands and expectations placed 

upon them by their superiors and the public (Borrelli & Lindberg, 2018). Therefore, in this 

master’s thesis, I examine the processing of SOGIE asylum cases. Specifically, I investigate 

how caseworkers interpret the SMA guidelines for assessing SOGIE cases. 
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Disposition  
 

The initial segment of the thesis introduces the subject of SOGIE asylum and the Swedish 

asylum system. In the research issue and aim, I explain the purpose of the thesis in more 

detail. The literature review is divided into two. In the first part, I feature previous literature 

on queer migration and asylum, with a focus on the asylum assessment and various guidelines 

and requirements that guide it. The second part focuses on asylum caseworkers. Numerous 

studies have explored the topic of SOGIE asylum; however, most focus on the perspective of 

the asylum seekers. Merging this emphasis with the literature on caseworkers is vital. By 

doing so, we can better understand the system and how it affects asylum seekers and 

caseworkers. The literature review is a crucial component in developing this thesis. It plays a 

significant role in the progress of ideas and theories, providing a thorough understanding of 

the existing research in the field.  

 

In the context section, I overview the Swedish asylum context. I explain the SMA’s mission 

and goals, what it entails to apply for asylum due to fear of persecution based on SOGIE and 

the role of the caseworkers in assessing asylum. After that, the theoretical framework is 

followed, focusing on power and identity. I justify how queer theory extends beyond issues of 

sexuality and gender and features other identity categories such as race, ethnicity, class, and 

nationality and their impact on the assessment of SOGIE asylum. In the method section, I 

describe the research design in-depth, including data gathering, management, and ethical 

considerations. 

 

Next, I present the findings and analysis, which combines them interchangeably. The first part 

concerns how the SMA instructs caseworkers to handle SOGIE asylum cases and conveys 

who can be considered a reliable subject. In the second part, I focus on the caseworker’s role 

in SOGIE asylum cases and how the interviewees understand and navigate their role as civil 

servants. I highlight the internal criticism that the interview participants voice, such as 

problems with implementation, authority and government criticism, as well as insufficient 

knowledge, and their suggestions for improvement. In the conclusion, I summarise the study’s 

main findings and how they answer the research questions. Finally, I discuss unanswered 

questions and potential future research and measures in assessing SOGIE asylum in Sweden 

and Europe.  
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Literature Review 
 

Sexual Orientation, Gender Identity and Expression Asylum 
 

Since the 2010s, the issue of SOGIE asylum has received much attention from researchers in 

the field of sexuality, gender, migration, and asylum. One of the first books to address the 

intersection of asylum, sexuality, and gender studies is Fleeing Homophobia (Jansen & 

Spijkerboer, 2011). Since then, several books have discussed SOGIE asylum in Europe (see, 

for example, Danisi, Dustin, Ferreira, & Held, 2021; Güler, Shevtsova, & Venturi, 2019; 

Mole, 2021), revealing a lack of harmony between the EU member states regarding the 

handling of SOGIE asylum cases. Some asylum processes within the EU do not follow 

international human rights law, including international refugee law (Gröndahl, 2023, p. 8; 

Jansen & Spijkerboer, 2011, p. 7).  

 

Factors Influencing SOGIE Asylum Assessment 
 

The asylum review process is not neutral but shaped by bureaucracy, institutionalism, norms, 

and values (Hertoghs & Schinkel, 2018; Prearo, 2020). The studies reflect the existence of 

stereotypical images of LGBTQI people and how they should behave or appear. Caseworkers 

may be unfamiliar with how SOGIE can manifest or have a diverse impact in the asylum 

seekers’ origin society (Avgeri, 2023). There are laws and guidelines at national and 

international levels to guide decision-makers, administrators, caseworkers, and judges on how 

to manoeuvre asylum cases based on SOGIE. To qualify for SOGIE asylum, the asylum 

seeker must demonstrate a well-founded fear of persecution based on grounds of the Refugee 

Convention (Hedlund & Wimark, 2019). Additionally, their country of origin must be unable 

or unwilling to protect them (Dustin & Ferreira, 2021). Consequently, SOGIE asylum seekers 

witness pressure to prove to caseworkers that they are part of a particularly vulnerable social 

group (Akin, 2017; Juss, 2015; Lewis, 2019; Lunau & Andreassen, 2023).  

 

The credibility assessment reduces what it entails to be LGBTQI and redefines their 

legitimacy to stories of suffering and trauma (Giametta, 2017; Zisakou, 2023). Asylum 

agencies expect the process of discovering one’s SOGIE identity to involve – but also 

privileges – negative emotions such as guilt and shame before the person comes to acceptance 
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of their SOGIE (Giametta, 2017; Middelkoop, 2013, pp. 160-161; Spijkerboer, 2013, p. 225). 

Scholars are calling this a “requirement of shame”, and unless SOGIE asylum seekers have 

gone through a process of denial, guilt, and insecurity, their identity as part of the LGBTQI is 

questioned (Dawson & Gerber, 2017; Åberg, 2023). The notion that before accepting their 

SOGIE, a ‘typical’ queer individual should have an internal battle or contradictory emotions 

of shame and self-loathing is culturally blind and linear (Middelkoop, 2013, p. 161; Millbank 

& Berg, 2009; Spijkerboer, 2013, p. 224). 

 

In reality, caseworkers are assessing the ‘performative believability’ of an asylum seeker – 

meaning, how well the asylum seeker can convey their narrative as truthful and trustworthy 

(Hertoghs & Schinkel, 2018).  Asylum seekers in Norway, for example, apply a ‘rainbow 

splash’ in their stories to appear more ‘genuine’ or truthful in front of the migration agency 

(Akin, 2017). ‘Rainbow splash’ describes applying more ‘colour’ to make a SOGIE narrative 

appear more loud, proud, and essentially Western. The splash is used to either embrace a 

previously denied lifestyle to the asylum seeker in their origin country or to fit in more 

effectively in their host country (Akin, 2017). At the same time, asylum seekers are accused 

of fabricating their stories and using SOGIE as an ‘easy’ route to international protection 

(Ferreira, 2022). 

 

Since the 1990s, feminist and queer scholars have criticised essentialism for its latent harm 

and limitations (Danisi, Dustin, Ferreira, & Held, 2021, p. 76; Luibhéid, 2008; Zisakou, 

2023). The central criticism concerns essentialism’s deterministic stance, which fails to 

address social and cultural factors that shape the individual’s identity, including their SOGIE. 

The essential form of socio-sexual identity that asylum seekers are expected to fit into is 

based on a Euro-American sexual identity formation (Murray, 2011). The sexual identity, 

which Murray (2011) describes as a normative model, consists of four categories – lesbian, 

gay, bisexual, and transgender. The issue of sexual identity can be particularly challenging for 

asylum seekers who may not come from societies that adhere to the normative model of 

sexual identity (Murray, 2011). Despite this, these individuals are often expected to conform 

to the prevailing societal model of sexuality through their narratives, feelings, and thoughts. 

This can create significant difficulties for asylum seekers as they navigate a new and 

unfamiliar society while trying to reconcile their personal experiences and beliefs with those 

of their host country.  
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Implications of Categorisation 
 

Nonetheless, it is not clear-cut to define and characterise SOGIE asylum seekers as a 

‘vulnerable social group’. Positioning asylum seekers in the vulnerable category might 

convey the impression to caseworkers that they are helpless and lack empowerment. The 

phrase ‘vulnerable’ might imply biases and assumptions that do not accurately capture the 

variety and power of queer individuals (García Rodríguez, 2023). The Western idea of sexual 

orientation and its relationship to gender expression can be particularly divisive with non-

Western understandings of SOGIE. According to Western perspectives, which are endorsed by 

UNHCR and EU standards, sexual activity is not a significant characteristic of a sexual 

orientation. Sexual orientation is more of an identity issue associated with masculinity and 

femininity. This is not necessarily true outside of the West. According to Middelkoop (2013, 

pp. 155-156), the impact of sexual orientation on one’s identity varies outside of the West, 

where homosexuality may be viewed as incompatible with religion. In such circumstances, 

homosexuality, just like smoking and drinking, is considered a kind of religious disobedience. 

Owing to misconceptions about religious nations – such as the idea that all its citizens find 

queerness intolerable – caseworkers sometimes assume religious SOGIE asylum seekers 

experience further pain and shame (Middelkoop, 2013, pp. 165-166). 

 

Furthermore, frameworks and regulations (and thus also caseworkers) fail to respect the 

fluidity that SOGIE entail (Dustin & Ferreira, 2021; Klesse, 2021, p. 118; Singer, 2021, p. 

240). Consequently, bisexual asylum seekers are misunderstood and increasingly denied in 

comparison to other SOGIE asylum seekers (Klesse, 2021, pp. 114, 118). Caseworkers 

sometimes expect bisexual asylum seekers to conceal their identity as heterosexual to avoid 

fears of persecution in their origin country (García Rodríguez, 2023). Additionally, lesbians or 

bisexuals with children or past relationships with men are questioned or not believed in 

credibility assessments (Spijkerboer, 2013, p. 224). Expectations of gender are another issue 

in SOGIE asylum. Gender-conforming asylum seekers (such as femme lesbians and 

masculine gay men) are met with disbelief more than gender-nonconforming individuals 

(such as masc lesbians and feminine gay men) (Lee & Brotman, 2011). The literature on 

caseworkers’ experiences assessing trans and intersex persons is remarkably scarce (Bach, 

2013). Transgender persons seeking refuge seldom face reliability issues, most likely because 

transgender is viewed as a medical condition by migration authorities rather than an internal 

identity (Spijkerboer, 2013, p. 222). 
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Causing these tendencies, some scholars describe a ‘culture of disbelief’ in asylum systems 

(see, for example, Jubany, 2011; Selim, Korkman, Pirjatanniemi, & Antfolk, 2023). When 

tasked with separating the reliable from the unreliable, caseworkers meet asylum seekers with 

scepticism. Research indicates that civil servants have little or none of the so-called truth bias; 

the tendency for the average person to assume that others are speaking the truth more than 

they do (de Bruïne, Vredeveldt, & van Koppen, 2023; Masip, 2017; Selim, Korkman, 

Pirjatanniemi, & Antfolk, 2023). Since it is difficult to document or prove a ‘well-founded 

fear’ of persecution, as well as SOGIE, caseworkers resort to Western stereotypes and notions 

of what it means to be LGBTQI to assess SOGIE asylum seekers (Dhoest, 2019).  

 

Media surveillance has been used to identify SOGIE asylum seekers as ‘genuine’ or 

‘fraudulent’ in, for example, Denmark and the United Kingdom (Danisi, Dustin, Ferreira, & 

Held, 2021, p. 148; Gray & Mcdowall, 2013; Lunau & Andreassen, 2023). Lunau and 

Andreassen (2023) found that cis-gendered gay men are favoured in the Danish system as 

caseworkers make use of phone surveillance to assess, for example, porn consumption. 

Meanwhile, individuals of other SOGIEs have fewer chances to demonstrate their identity. 

For instance, several lesbian asylum seekers in the United Kingdom have felt pressured to 

share pornographic material between themselves and someone of the same sex (Dustin & 

Held, 2021, p. 200; Lewis, 2019, pp. 226-227). Asylum seekers resort to these methods due to 

the pressure from migration officials to prove their SOGIE (Juss, 2015). There are also 

notions that SOGIE asylum seekers should be well-read on the laws of their country of origin, 

interested in queer culture, and participate actively in the ‘gay scene’ – which is stereotypical 

(Middelkoop, 2013, pp. 164-165; Spijkerboer, 2013, p. 225). Such notions do not allow space 

for queer people, for example, to think that love and sex life should be kept private, and thus 

also their SOGIE – as one interviewee of Middelkoop’s (2013) research said “religion is one 

side, and personal feelings are the other side” (p. 165). 

 

SOGIE Asylum in the Swedish Context 
 

A significant part of the literature relating to migration control and SOGIE asylum cases in 

Sweden is focused on the experiences of SOGIE asylum seekers. In Sweden, SOGIE asylum 

seekers have testified about caseworkers asking questions about same-sex sexual experiences, 

the use of dating apps in the origin country, and if they visited gay clubs. Asylum seekers have 
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also been requested to contribute pictures or videos of partners (Hedlund & Wimark, 2019; 

Lukac, 2017, pp. 15-22). Due to the phrasing of legal documents and frameworks, migration 

officers (such as judges and caseworkers) tend to focus on assessing the credibility of the 

SOGIE asylum seeker’s story rather than their identity (Johannesson, 2023). Since their work 

concentrates heavily on credibility and reliability assessments of the story, it is difficult for 

caseworkers to empathise with SOGIE asylum seekers (García Rodríguez, 2023). Sometimes, 

there are complications with the translation from interpreters during processing, which may 

skew the asylum seeker’s narrative (Lukac, 2017, p. 22).  

 

How many SOGIE asylum cases are being processed in Sweden is unclear. While there is 

some documentation of decisions, they are not adequately accounted for and available to the 

public. Between 2020 and 2023, lack of credibility and reliability accounted for 75.5 per cent 

of SOGIE asylum rejections1 (Gröndahl, 2023, p. 13). RFSL (the Swedish Federation for 

LGBTQI Rights) and Gröndahl collaborated to produce a report analysing the SMA and the 

migration courts’ examination of SOGIE asylum cases. In the report, Gröndahl (2020, p. 119) 

highlights that identical cases were handled and interpreted differently. According to Danisi et 

al. (2021, pp. 445-446) and Gröndahl (2020), ambiguous legislation and guidelines cause 

inconsistency in asylum processes. For example, there is a risk that the system works in one 

way, while the street-level practices are distinctly different (Lewis, 2019, p. 227). 

 

Street-Level Asylum Workers 
 

Literature across different fields discusses the role of migration caseworkers and 

administrators as “street-level bureaucrats”. The concept, popularised by public policy 

researcher Michael Lipsky (1969), describes public service employees who work with people 

at the street level. Their mission is to implement various policies on behalf of the government 

or state. The street-level bureaucrat concept covers many professional occupations, including 

migration office workers. Navigating the intricacies of policies, rules, and laws while 

simultaneously managing interpersonal relationships can be overwhelming. Caseworkers are 

tasked with interfacing with the ‘authority’, which is often vague and detached, yet demands a 

humanistic approach to interactions (Lipsky, 2010, pp. 71-73). 

 
1 Out of 1,360 analysed verdicts and decisions, 1,305 were rejections. 985 out of 1,305 rejections were based on 
credibility and reliability.  
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Caseworkers endure pressure and stress due to the difficult judgments they must make, which 

can cause “moral discomfort” (Weiss & Gren, 2021). When caseworkers must make difficult 

decisions in a short amount of time, this strain is increased, especially in the case of asylum 

seekers who have experienced violence and conflict (Borrelli & Lindberg, 2018). 

Caseworkers and decision-makers develop specific ‘coping mechanisms’, such as 

responsibility transferring and compartmentalising, to address challenges such as heavy 

workloads and ambiguous policies or guidelines (Dallara & Lacchei, 2021; Ekstedt, 2023; 

Lipsky, 2010, pp. xiv, 226). As the policy and regulations include exclusionary language and 

logic, caseworkers can apply them without taking responsibility themselves (Kalir, 2019).  

 

Furthermore, as decision-makers make the final decision after caseworkers have conducted 

the asylum interview, caseworkers tend to feel less responsibility (Ekstedt, 2023). Their 

position confuses and forces them to balance between the state and the state’s client, but it 

also allows them to take a ‘neutral’ position without much responsibility. As executors of state 

policy, some caseworkers believe they are and act neutral and objectively due to their 

position. This “trained indifference” makes caseworkers oblivious to the power and discretion 

they hold over asylum seekers (du Gay, 2000; Ekstedt, 2023).  

 

In an ideal bureaucratic organisation, everything is expected to be done logically and 

quantifiably, but dealing with individuals with whom one has sympathy seems to make this 

difficult. One coping strategy caseworkers use is to turn away from their feelings and empathy 

to concentrate only on the organisation’s primary objectives. However, this decision has 

apparent consequences, one of which is a disregard for the needs and sufferings of the asylum 

seekers. Other caseworkers try to align their values with their work, although it does not 

always comply with the regulations (Borrelli & Lindberg, 2018; Weiss & Gren, 2021). While 

caseworkers try to show compassion and care toward refugees and asylum seekers, they 

generally can only aid rather than reduce or completely resolve issues for asylum seekers 

(Weiss, 2020, pp. 205-206). This is not an attempt to voice disagreement with or challenge the 

authority’s policies. Adjusting work procedures to reflect personal ideals arises from 

individual objectives, such as making work duties easier or more pleasurable while adhering 

to the authority’s framework (Borrelli & Lindberg, 2018). 

The concept of exit-voice-loyalty may help to understand the many approaches that emerge to 

address problems that develop in caseworkers’ duties. Caseworkers either speak out to 
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management or colleagues about their worries or quit their positions due to ethical difficulties. 

Some caseworkers do not face ethical conundrums to the same degree since they have a solid 

devotion to the authorities (Ekstedt, 2023; Golden, 1992; Hirschman, 1970). Due to their 

loyalty to the state, some caseworkers interpret the regulations as inherently logical 

(Lindberg, 2020, p. 94). Thus, there is a belief that the state does what is best for welfare, and 

some are considered forced refugees while others are seen as undeserving welfare 

beneficiaries (Borrelli, 2022). 

 

Previous literature underscores the interdependent relationship between discretion and 

conflicting policies (Schultz, 2020). These findings suggest that civil servants play a critical 

role in executing policies, and their challenges must be considered to ensure successful policy 

implementation. The number of rejections by asylum officials is high, primarily due to the 

ambiguity inherent in the laws and frameworks they must abide by. As a result, asylum 

seekers are being denied based on insufficient evidence (Lipsky, 2010, p. 226), indicating a 

need for greater clarity and specificity in the decision-making process. Street-level 

bureaucracy challenges include balancing policy execution and autonomy, dealing with the 

bureaucratic system, and handling policy ambiguity (Heyer, 2022; Kalir, 2019; Lipsky, 2010). 

In their daily work, civil servants must balance the responsibilities of their role and their 

values (Borrelli & Lindberg, 2018). As representatives of the state, they have guidelines that 

they must follow, but there is also some room for their judgment or discretion (Borrelli, 

Hedlund, Johannesson, & Lindberg, 2023, p. 7). Discretion is not problematic in itself; it can 

mean, for example, that the caseworker has more flexibility to adapt work strategies to 

accommodate asylum seekers better. However, it can also lead to unfair and unequal treatment 

(Borrelli, 2022; Borrelli, Hedlund, Johannesson, & Lindberg, 2023; Pedersen, Stritch, & 

Thuesen, 2018).  

 

The literature reveals that asylum caseworkers are dedicated to the state’s policies and rarely 

move outside the frameworks, although they have much discretion in their work (Ataç, 2019; 

Bhatia, 2020). In the UK, for example, employees at the Home Office refused to relocate 

particularly vulnerable asylum seekers, even though they were more prone to hate crimes 

(Bhatia, 2020). In the long run, this kind of treatment has negative consequences for asylum 

seekers. Since 2015, Swedish migration policy has become stricter – for example, fewer 

asylum seekers receive permanent residence permits, and the requirements for family 

reunification are higher (Lindberg, 2020, pp. 85-86).  
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Some authors (for example, Closas Casasampera, 2021; Crawley & Skleparis, 2018; Tazzioli, 

2020, p. 3) argue that policymakers and governing documents construct asylum seekers as 

undeserving or undesirable. However, caseworkers also create and uphold distinctions 

between worthy and unworthy asylum seekers. These perceptions may manifest as binary 

categories, such as deserving versus undeserving or genuine versus fraudulent, facilitating the 

work within the asylum process (Ataç, 2019; Bhatia, 2020). According to Borrelli (2022) and 

Hertoghs and Schinkel (2018), caseworkers assume asylum seekers are initially suspicious or 

possible fraudsters. The asylum seeker is only considered ‘authentic’ once they have told their 

narrative and undergone a caseworker’s scrutiny. However, the classification of the ‘authentic’ 

is not straightforward. Caseworkers determine whether an asylum seeker needs protection 

based on the narrative they provide. For example, caseworkers may empathise with someone 

fleeing persecution, but if an asylum seeker struggles financially, they might be seen as reliant 

and unreliable (Hertoghs & Schinkel, 2018; Joormann, 2020, pp. 32-33). 

 

In SOGIE asylum cases, it is crucial to gather country of origin information, its legislation 

regarding SOGIE, and social norms and beliefs that exist among the public (Danisi et al., 

2021, pp. 234-235; Jansen & Spijkerboer, 2011, p. 72). However, caseworkers and decision-

makers testify that such information needs to be more complete or easier to obtain. There are 

also concerns that there are no guidelines on training collaborators within SOGIE asylum at 

the EU level (Danisi et al., 2021, p. 201). Prior studies demonstrate the potential benefits of 

further skill development for migration authority staff members managing SOGIE asylum 

cases (LaViolette, 2013). However, the lack of research that methodically investigates 

caseworkers’ perspectives in this context makes it challenging to determine which training 

may benefit most (Hedlund & Wimark, 2019).  

 

Conclusion 
 

The literature review underlines the challenges that caseworkers encounter and the problems 

that arise in the SOGIE asylum process. The first part emphasises general problems with 

reliability assessments and how essentialist ideas and Western-centric preconceived notions 

colour the investigation, ultimately giving caseworkers a strict image of how SOGIE asylum 

seekers express themselves and experience their SOGIE. In the long run, it leads to asylum 
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seekers distorting their narrative to comply with their expectations. The second part illustrates 

how caseworkers are enmeshed in institutional structures, forced to navigate between the 

bureaucracy’s demands for efficiency and their moral compass. Caseworkers use different 

strategies to address this challenge, such as adapting work procedures, voicing disagreement, 

or transferring responsibility. The literature review lays the foundation for the thesis 

examining power and identity in a bureaucratic setting and justifies the focus of SOGIE 

asylum and asylum caseworkers. Considering the ideas and notions that influence the SOGIE 

asylum process, it is central to gain further insight into the experience of the caseworkers and 

how they maintain or oppose these. By focusing on their perspective, this study can highlight 

practical insights into assessment improvements. 

 

The Swedish Context 
 

An Overview of the Swedish Migration Agency 
 

The SMA is a Swedish authority that operates on behalf of the Parliament and the government 

and oversees migration issues. The Aliens and Citizenship Act, regulations, and international 

conventions govern the authority’s activities. In addition, every year, the authority receives a 

regulatory letter from the current government that contains goals, assignments, and an annual 

budget. The authority’s area of responsibility includes processing applications for asylum, 

various types of residence permits, and citizenship, and management of return migration as 

well as reception systems for asylum seekers and unaccompanied children (Migrationsverket, 

n.d.). The SMA follows the United Nations (hereafter, UN) Declaration on Human Rights and 

the Refugee Convention. It assumes that everyone’s application must be examined legally and 

based on a joint process. Anyone who is a refugee according to the UN Convention or in 

alternative need of protection according to EU rules must be granted residence status in 

Sweden (Migrationsverket, 2023). The asylum system follows the EU Qualification Directive, 

where Article 10(2) reads: 

 
When assessing if an applicant has a well-founded fear of being persecuted it is 

immaterial whether the applicant actually possesses the racial, religious, national, social 

or political characteristic which attracts the persecution, provided that such a 
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characteristic is attributed to the applicant by the actor of persecution (European Union: 

Council of the European Union, 2011).  

 

Suppose an individual is refused a residence permit. In that case, they have the right to appeal 

their decision to the Migration Court, and in some cases to the highest instance for migration 

matters, the Migration Court of Appeal (Migrationsverket, n.d.). Figure 1 illustrates the 

asylum procedures in Sweden.  

 

In the regulation letter for the 2024 budget year, the government informs that “the Migration 

Agency must make priorities so that the number of people who return will increase”, both 

voluntarily and under compulsion. The other goals are increasing the use of detention and 

offering places at return centres for those with enforceable decisions, greater efficiency in 

processing, the digital infrastructure and ID work, prioritising permit revocation cases, 

promoting highly skilled labour immigration, better integration following ‘Swedish values’ 

(such as equal rights between the sexes), combating female genital mutilation, and finally, 

working against incorrect payments from the welfare system (Regeringsbeslut II:1, 2023). 

 

 
Figure 1: Flowchart of Swedish asylum procedures (Moniz, Talwar, & Vindrola-Padros, 2023) 
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Seeking Asylum Based on Sexual Orientation, Gender Identity and Expression 
in Sweden 
 

The asylum process begins with a short application interview at an application unit where the 

asylum seeker introduces who they are and why they are seeking protection and submits 

identity documents. Caseworkers at the asylum review unit must then go through the 

application and prepare protocols for an asylum investigation, which they can review with a 

decision-maker, who has more experience, to ensure that the investigation is carried out 

correctly. They also assess whether a public counsel, a state-provided legal assistant, should 

be attributed to the individual. The public counsel’s purpose is to inform asylum seekers about 

their rights and the rules that apply to the Swedish asylum process.  

 

The investigation for SOGIE asylum usually takes two to three hours, and sometimes a verbal 

supplementation (maximum of three hours) occurs. In addition to the caseworker and the 

asylum seeker, a translator and a public counsel may be present. The asylum seeker has the 

burden of proof, i.e. they are responsible for explaining their reasons for protection and 

submitting other evidence (Migrationsverket, 2024). After the investigation, the caseworker 

writes a protocol that the asylum seeker and the counsel can review and approve. Finally, the 

council submits a statement to the SMA, arguing why the asylum seeker should be granted a 

residence permit (Asylrättscentrum, n.d.). Lastly, the caseworker presents the investigation to 

a decision-maker, and they jointly make the final decision – granted or denied 

(Migrationsverket, 2024). 

 

The Swedish law was changed to include fear of persecution based on sexual orientation or 

gender identity as a ground for asylum in 2006 after pressure from RFSL and other 

organisations (UNHCR | Nordic and Baltic Countries, n.d.). Previous regulations included 

SOGIE asylum seekers as “otherwise in need of protection”, but since 2006, this group has 

received protection as refugees (Prop. 2005/06:6, 2005). Before 2006, it was common for 

migration authorities to assume that SOGIE asylum seekers could avoid persecution by hiding 

their SOGIE, so-called discretion requirements (Gröndahl, 2023, p. 10). Today, the 

requirement is prohibited according to the Aliens Act (2005:716, 2005). The Act’s preparatory 

work (Prop. 2005/06:6, 2005, p. 27) clarified that an individual should not be forced to 

renounce a fundamental characteristic such as SOGIE. According to the SMA, they have 
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equipped its staff with relevant training regarding LGBTQI issues, and up until 2020, 

LGBTQI specialists participated in the decision-making process (Gröndahl, 2020, p. 21).  

 

Guidelines in the Swedish Asylum Process 
 

All caseworkers at the SMA must follow legal positions when processing asylum seekers. 

Legal positions (hereafter, position) are guidelines that inform all the SMA employees on how 

the constitution should be interpreted. The position RS/015/2021 applies to investigating and 

examining individuals who invoke protection grounds due to SOGIE. The purpose of 

positions is to support the investigation and assessment of individuals who invoke protection 

grounds on actual or attributed SOGIE. Attributed SOGIE means that the asylum seeker is 

perceived and attributed as belonging to the social group LGBTQI by actors of persecution 

(RS/015/2021, 2021). 

 

The position informs that an assessment preferably (i.e. not necessarily) follows five 

overarching steps. First, an evaluation of whether the asylum seeker can make their belonging 

to a group at risk of persecution because of their SOGIE probable. In the assessment, the 

caseworker should start by deciding whether the asylum seeker probably belongs to a 

“particular social group” rather than determining their SOGIE. Homosexuals, bisexuals, and 

transgender individuals are included in the social group according to the Aliens Act, as they 

risk persecution in societies where they are considered different or deviant from the prevailing 

norm of how men and women should behave. Secondly, the caseworker must evaluate the 

conditions of LGBTQI individuals in their origin country. The caseworker should determine if 

LGBTQI individuals are vulnerable to persecution and whether the authorities in that country 

can provide adequate protection. Next, the caseworker assesses whether the asylum seeker is 

likely to have been persecuted or subjected to protection-based treatment in the past and if 

they have a well-founded fear of persecution upon return to the origin country. Finally, the 

origin country’s protection or internal refuge options must be reviewed. If the authorities offer 

sufficient protection, the asylum application might be rejected (RS/015/2021, 2021). 

 

No precise questionnaire informs the caseworker how the assessment should be carried out. 

However, the SMA emphasises that the assessment must consider the individual’s situation 

and that they might feel vulnerable talking about SOGIE to an authority figure. To guide the 
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evaluation, the position informs that caseworker may look at asylum seekers’ self-description, 

childhood, family life, future, the society they are from, or steps taken to “correct” their 

gender identity (RS/015/2021, 2021, p. 8). The model DSSH – difference, stigma, shame, and 

harm – is not explicitly mentioned in the position; however, the SMA refers to UNHCR’s 

handbook and guidelines and deems that the asylum seeker’s reliability and credibility can be 

assessed by examining feelings and experiences of difference, stigma, and shame 

(RS/015/2021, 2021). The purpose of introducing the model was to avoid the past discretion 

requirement and focus on sexual activity. Figure 2 exemplifies commonly asked questions 

based on the DSSH model. 

 

 
Figure 2: The DSSH Model - Examples of Questions (Dawson & Gerber, 2017) 

 

Theoretical Framework 
 

Drawing on queer theory and social constructivist concepts, the theoretical framework gives 

insights into power dynamics, sexuality, gender, and identity negotiations. It allows me to 

analyse the caseworkers’ interpretations of the guidelines and process and reveal power 

dynamics inherent in the SMA and caseworker role. By examining power and identity, the 

framework shines a light on intersections and interactions between individual caseworkers’ 
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experiences within the SMA, societal norms regarding identity and SOGIE asylum, and 

bureaucratic practices of the agency.  

 

Queer Sociology and Asylum: Reviewing Identity and Power 
  

Queer migration and asylum scholars explore how asymmetric power structures affect 

mobility based on individuals’ SOGIE (Luibhéid, 2008). They underscore how policies and 

technologies influenced by colonial history and neoliberalism facilitate mobility for some 

while at the same time hindering others (Jordan, 2009; Luibhéid, 2008; Rao, 2020, p. 143). 

Queer theorists do not deny the existence and significance of binary categories. Instead, they 

advocate for a critical examination of these categories and their reflection on both past and 

present societal norms. They recognise that categories and concepts are constructed, fluid, and 

subject to change (Moussawi & Vidal-Ortiz, 2020).  

 

Moussawi and Vidal-Ortiz (2020) propose a framework, queer sociology, that extends beyond 

the realms of queer theory and discussions surrounding sexuality and gender. This approach 

challenges the views of power, identity, and societal norms within sociology. ‘Queer’ should 

be viewed as a verb that encompasses more than sexuality and gender as traditionally defined 

in queer theory (Moussawi & Vidal-Ortiz, 2020; Rao, 2020, p. 9). Instead, they advocate for a 

focus on race and racialisation while decentring whiteness asserting that factors such as race, 

class, and gender collectively influence an individual’s identity and interactions, within 

society (Moussawi & Vidal-Ortiz, 2020) – nevertheless in the Swedish asylum apparatus. 

 

Identity and society do not function as two separate entities (Seidman, 2016, p. 244), but are 

instead, as Jeffrey Weeks (1986) describes, “a product of negotiation, struggle, and human 

agency” (p. 26). Central to this understanding of power, knowledge, as well as queer theory, 

lay the work of Michel Foucault. Power is neither an organisation nor a structure; it is not 

something an individual or a group has. Power arises from social interactions at any given 

time (Foucault, 1978, p. 93). Foucault’s theory of ‘power/knowledge’ and ‘truth game’ lends 

credence to the idea that neutrality cannot be entirely achievable. No individual can be wholly 

impartial if everyone is enmeshed in a web of power, as every individual is subject to the 

dynamics of power that mould and govern them (Johnson, 2016). The production of ‘truth’ is 

inherent in the production of knowledge. Every society constructs discourses of truth that in a 
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sense serve as public policies to determine other discourses from false and true (Foucault, 

1984, pp. 72-73): ““Truth” is linked in a circular relation with systems of power which 

produce and sustain it, and to effects of power which it induces and which extends it. A 

“regime” of truth” (Foucault, 1984, p. 74). The asylum application procedure itself may turn 

into a place where disciplinary power is used to define and regulate the identity of the ‘true’ 

queer refugee. The asylum seekers become disciplined subjects; of the state, medicine, and 

the empire, as the ‘deserving’ or ‘true’ refugee, the queer, and the racialised Other (Green, 

2010).  

 

As executors of state policy, caseworkers are positioned amidst this power structure and could 

either reject or be shaped by the disciplinary mechanisms ingrained in asylum procedures. 

Caseworkers find themselves in the middle of the bureaucracy, where they exercise power as 

an extension of the Swedish welfare state but are simultaneously powerless. In their position, 

exercising power over asylum seekers and migrants, they at the same time have little power to 

influence the bureaucracy and the institution. Hannah Arendt (Arendt, 1969) describes the 

bureaucracy as: 

 
[…] the form of government in which everybody is deprived of political freedom, of the 

power to act; for the rule by Nobody is not no-rule, and where all are equally powerless 

we have a tyranny without a tyrant (p. 33). 

 

The bureaucracy has violent consequences, not least for refugees and asylum seekers. The 

violence that bureaucracy results in is not necessarily physical but can be expressed through 

denying rights to freedom (Abdelhady, Gren, & Joormann, 2020, p. 13). The bureaucracy 

trains caseworkers and other asylum officials to deny such rights. They are taught to be 

sceptical (because some asylum seekers lie) and objective (where their judgment does not fit). 

The process of seeking asylum thus means being forced to be exposed to bureaucratic 

violence, where you are either registered, settled, and continue to be controlled, or you are 

deported (Gren, Abdelhady, & Joormann, 2024). However, the boundaries between control 

and protection –border enforcement and humanitarianism – lack clarity. The global asylum 

and migration management system, which operates through unequal power dynamics between 

the global north and west, has inherent ambiguity that makes it unclear whether the goal is to 

prevent and control displaced people’s movement or to protect refugees (França & Ribeiro, 

2024).  
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Identity Construction 
 

SOGIE asylum seekers are frequently subjected to various forms of othering as their 

marginalised identities intersect. The persecution or discrimination that asylum seekers are 

subjected to based on their SOGIE does not occur in isolation. Additional relations of power, 

such as race, ethnicity, religion, and class, can affect how they are treated in the asylum 

system (Luibhéid, 2008; Venturi, 2023). An intersectional perspective (see Crenshaw, 1989) 

sheds light on the individual SOGIE asylum seeker and their circumstances (Venturi, 2023). 

During an asylum investigation, they are particularly at risk due to their identity being 

scrutinised and assessed by SMA and its staff (García Rodríguez & Giametta, 2024).  

 

Othering, as a concept, describes the reductive and marginalising processes of defining social 

groups as different and beyond the norm. The unity of the ‘natural’ or superior homogeneous 

group can only be established through constructing the Other (Hall, 1996, pp. 4-5). Othering 

is essentially a two-sided process; to establish an identity, it must be resisted and formed as 

distinct from Others (Gunaratnam, 2003, p. 12). The Other is seen as the second, a less ideal 

version of the superior subjectivity of the heterosexual, Western, cis man (Irigaray & Guynn, 

1995). Ideas regarding race and ethnicity emerge because of complicated social connections 

and take on significantly defined meanings in diverse social settings (Gunaratnam, 2003, p. 

13). Hand in hand arises the formatting of lesbian and gay, with distinct character traits. Since 

the 19th century, sexuality has not only been seen as a sexual behaviour but rather an identity, 

a sexual nature that each individual has (Seidman, 2016, pp. 245-247). In line, heterosexuality 

was attributed as normal, and homosexuality as deviant and Other (Fuss, 1989, p. 103) – ideas 

that were taken up in the state, the law, psychiatry, and the media through dividing, othering 

techniques (Foucault, 1982; Seidman, 2016, pp. 245-247).  

 

This is inherent in identity politics – an outside identity must be constructed with every 

attempt to establish an identity. The process extends further – in the context of the SMA, the 

construction of the reliable SOGIE refugee also means the construction of the unreliable 

asylum seeker (Seidman, 2016, p. 248). With social resistance against LGBTQI, a situation 

has arisen where the subject, the asylum seeker, lacks the power and control to define 

themselves and must instead prove their SOGIE to caseworkers and decision-makers 

(Middelkoop, 2013, p. 168). Asylum caseworkers are positioned to compare the asylum 

seeker’s narrative with their understanding of SOGIE, which is grounded in the prevailing 
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social and cultural norms. If the narrative does not align with such preconceptions, it should 

indicate that the asylum seeker is less stereotypical than the caseworker’s expectations. 

Instead, it suggests to caseworkers and decision-makers that the asylum seeker is lying – that 

they are untrustworthy, unreliable, or inadequate (García Rodríguez & Giametta, 2024; 

Middelkoop, 2013, p. 167).  

 

While it is necessary to identify specific groups’ positions and lack of agency based on 

gender, sexuality, race, and class, there is also a risk that identities will be manipulated by 

politics so that they reinforce standing power structures in society (Butler, 2006, pp. xxvii-

xxviii). For example, refugees are occasionally considered ‘by-products’ of war, conflict, and 

low-income countries (Ong, 2003, p. 80). Such narratives about marginalised groups, such as 

asylum seekers, can have a reinforcing effect on their intersecting identities. As persons 

seeking asylum based on SOGIE are expected to be persecuted, expectations about their 

country of origin, culture, and religion arise as repressive and impermissible of SOGIE (Akin, 

2019). These expectations reproduce each other, and only an individual who has endured 

enough suffering and vulnerability in their country of origin is considered reliable – because 

the more phobic country, culture, and society, the more different and ‘outside’ the individual 

must feel (Akin, 2019; Hertoghs & Schinkel, 2018; Zisakou, 2023).  

 

Questioning Essentialist Ideas of Identity 
 

Gender and sexual essentialism describe sexuality and gender as a natural and biological 

instinct in everyone and, therefore, also a force that drives individuals to think, feel, and act 

accordingly (Seidman, 2016, pp. 243-244). The individual’s sexuality and gender, according 

to essentialism, are governed by biological factors such as hormones and genetics. Thus, the 

essentialist view claims that individuals are born with a fixed SOGIE, which is static 

throughout life. Through binary categorisations such as ‘gay’ and ‘straight’, or ‘woman’ and 

‘man’, essentialism overlooks the diversity and fluid nature of human SOGIE (Seidman, 

2016, p. 244). Critics of essentialism argue that SOGIE, and the individual’s understanding of 

it, are influenced by factors such as society’s norms and power structures (Zisakou, 2023). 

Dealing with identity issues in politics is complex and woven into power structures. By 

applying a queer perspective to SOGIE, heteronormativity becomes apparent in regulatory 

institutions (Jung, 2015). In a heteronormative society, heterosexuality is seen as a natural, 
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uniform order. As society assumes there is an essential form of heterosexuality, such a 

homosexual form exists as well (Seidman, 2016, pp. 249-251). The concept of 

heteronormativity serves as a tool for navigating the complex landscape of the Swedish 

asylum system, as it sheds light on how standardised ideals of heterosexuality and gender are 

reproduced in bureaucratic settings (Luibhéid, 2008). 

 

Performativity and Recognisability 
 

In the literature review, I highlight Hertoghs and Schinkel’s (2018) notion of ‘performative 

believability’. The idea is an extension of Judith Butler’s (2006, p. 189) performativity or 

‘performative acts’. With the help of the concept, Butler describes gendered bodies, where the 

‘act’ can be seen as different styles of the flesh, of being, or as the working of ‘sex’, and the 

word ‘performative’ entails a construction of meaning. Butler (2006, p. 190) thus argues that 

gender is a constant construction through performative acts. Accordingly, there are no true 

genders or a natural essence – because without the act, gender would not have existed. 

Through repetitive performative acts, society has constructed ideas and expectations about 

what the ‘real’ woman or man means, which results in the ideas being perceived as natural. 

Gender is thus a social phenomenon – individuals perform their gender identity, but the act is 

also a public display and thereby informs binary gender norms to others. Acts are 

performative, as individuals act and display their gender based on society’s expectation of 

their gender (Butler, 2006, pp. 191-193).  

 

Similarly, sexuality and sexual identity are shaped by social norms in society. Butler (2006, p. 

40) refers to Foucault and claims that sexuality and power coincide. Thus, no sexuality is 

neither entirely free nor completely subverted from the influence of society’s power 

structures. As no sexuality exists before, outside, or beyond power, discourse, or norms, there 

is no normative sexuality. Heterosexuality is not an ‘original’, as heterosexual norms are 

identifiable even in non-heterosexual contexts, revealing their constructed nature. The 

repetition of heterosexual norms as the ‘original’ is merely “a parody of the idea of the natural 

and the original” – a copy of a copy (Butler, 2006, p. 43). To be recognised as queer, one’s 

queer identity must become intelligible through social and cultural norms. The understanding 

of a person as queer is thus based on their recognisability and intelligibility, the 

understandability of its identity within the framework of prevailing Western social and 
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cultural ideas (Butler, 2006, pp. 22-25). Asylum seekers must not only fit the Western 

definition of queer through SOGIE recognition but also differ enough culturally to be deemed 

vulnerable and in need of asylum (Posmykiewicz, 2022).  

 

Conclusion 
 

The theoretical framework, grounded in social constructivism and queer theory, facilitates 

further examination of how caseworkers navigate and uphold laws frequently supporting 

hegemonic norms and systemic prejudices, specifically regarding SOGI and refugeeness. 

Intersectionality emphasises how several identification variables, including race, class, and 

SOGIE, concurrently influence SOGIE asylum seekers. This theoretical approach highlights 

the inherent difficulties that bureaucratic systems – characterised by ambiguity and 

asymmetrical power relations – present to asylum applicants and caseworkers. The theory 

surrounding bureaucracy contributes to understanding how caseworkers are both products and 

technologies of power in the asylum system, nationally and internationally. Analytical ideas, 

including the Other, identity, and essentialism, may assist this thesis in comprehending the 

process and observing how the Swedish state and the SMA define and manage SOGIE asylum 

through caseworkers. The notion of recognisability and intelligibility demonstrates how social 

and cultural standards significantly influence society’s perception of gender and sexuality. It 

also calls into question the constraints of the status quo and the necessity of more diversity 

and intersectionality. Together, the framework facilitates the analysis of findings by 

interpreting power dynamics and their consequences, understanding the construction of 

identity and how it is assessed, and challenging essentialist ideas. 

 

Methodology and Data 
 

Research Design 
 

To fully understand the asylum assessment process and how the Swedish state utilises asylum 

caseworkers as tools to execute state policy, it is crucial to gain first-hand insight from 

caseworkers (Jubany, 2011). Phenomenology allows for a more in-depth analysis of the 

experiences and perspectives surrounding the broader phenomenon of being a civil servant 
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(Creswell & Poth, 2018, pp. 121-124). A qualitative, social constructivist approach allows me 

as a researcher to investigate the complexities of the caseworkers’ interpretations of 

guidelines (Creswell & Poth, 2018, pp. 23-25), while recognising that my interpretation of the 

phenomenon is a construction itself (Charmaz, 2006, p. 187; Subramani, 2019). Through 

semi-structured online interviews, I investigate caseworkers’ interpretations of the asylum 

assessment and their interactions with guidelines regarding SOGIE asylum. The interview 

data explores the subjective elements and interpersonal challenges in negotiating the intricate 

bureaucratic terrain that SOGIE asylum entails, revealing more than just factual information 

(Creswell & Poth, 2018, pp. 121-124).  

 

Sampling Process 
 

The SMA employees are bound by professional secrecy. This means they cannot disclose 

personal information related to specific asylum case processes (Migrationsverket, 2021). I 

resorted to using convenience sampling techniques to overcome this challenge. I reached out 

to three individuals who I know work at the SMA through email and asked if they or their 

colleagues would be willing to participate in my study. One of my contacts provided me with 

email addresses for asylum units in two large Swedish cities. Another contact provided me 

with the email addresses of past colleagues. In addition, I emailed asylum researchers and 

lawyers and gained a few additional caseworkers’ email addresses. Eventually, I also 

published posts on Facebook, LinkedIn, and Instagram, where I found a few additional 

interviewees.  

 

Data Collection 
 

I conducted seven one-on-one semi-structured online interviews in Swedish through Zoom 

between February 5 and 20, 2024. The interviews were between 50 and 70 minutes long. 

Using pseudonyms, I refer to the interviewees as Agnes, Camilla, Jimmy, Linnea, Lotta, 

Marcus, and Sara in this thesis. I translated the transcripts from Swedish to English. Inspired 

by the literature review findings, I prepared a semi-structured interview guide centred around 

five main questions before the interviews. For each main question, I also had probes and sub-

questions that assisted me in gaining deep, nuanced, and detailed answers and data (Rubin & 

Rubin, 2005, p. 129). The requirement for participation was minimal, mainly because it was 
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challenging to find potential interviewees (see limitations). Two of the participants in the 

study are no longer employed by the SMA. Before entering the data collection process, I 

knew this could influence their responses – both negatively and positively. There was a risk 

that they did not remember various details of their work. Still, there was a chance that they 

felt more comfortable openly discussing their interpretations because they were no longer 

active caseworkers and could raise their thoughts freely.  

 

Some participants expressed before the interview that they were unsure whether their 

experiences and perceptions would be helpful in my study. Therefore, I needed to create a 

curious environment during the interview where I expressed my interest in the subject and the 

knowledge they can provide. By demonstrating a willingness to acknowledge my limitations 

and asking thoughtful follow-up questions, I sought to underscore the expertise of my 

interviewees and the value of their lived experiences. I believe that by focusing on the 

participants’ experiences, I could demonstrate that there were no correct or incorrect answers 

and that I intended to learn from them, not to interrogate or pressure them in any way. To start 

each interview, I asked about their position and typical day at work to warm up the 

atmosphere (Rubin & Rubin, 2005, pp. 117-120). I then asked probing questions about their 

view of the legal position and their role as a civil servant. 

 

Following each interview, I completed field memos describing the interview material and 

conduct while documenting my initial thoughts and ideas. Moreover, I wrote respondent 

memos, including my initial reflections on the data, the main takeaways, and what was said 

during the interview. Later, the respondent memo was sent back to the participant as part of 

the member-checking process (McKim, 2023). This process is a method I used to ensure 

validation – not in a positivist sense, but as checking and questioning my understanding of the 

interview findings (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2018, pp. 143-144). Sending full transcripts can 

appear overwhelming to the interviewee, and few choose to read through the material 

(McKim, 2023). Accordingly, I wrote one page that compiled the main content of each 

interview. When I emailed the memo to participants, I informed them that it was not 

compulsory to read it but voluntary. I emphasised that they could add something they forgot to 

say or came up with after the interview and that I could change information they felt was 

incorrect. Three participants answered and wanted to adjust some details, two confirmed the 

memo without changes, and two never reconnected. 
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Data Analysis 
 

The data analysis process of coding, categorising, and thematisation was inspired by Anselm 

Strauss (1987). Although Strauss comes from the grounded theory school and has a 

foundation in symbolic interactionism (Aldiabat & Le Navenec, 2011), I argue his approach to 

interpreting qualitative data to be suitable and beneficial. The initial coding procedure enabled 

me to move away from this thesis’s epistemological framework, theory, and earlier literature. 

As a result, the open approach avoids pushing data into a template of past results or 

conclusions about the context (Strauss, 1987). The transcendental phenomenology approach 

further inspired the study (Creswell and Poth, 2018, p. 126), which proposes evaluating data 

by extracting statements and quotes from the transcript. With this method, I could draw on 

prior knowledge as a point of departure while being open to themes and codes that emerged 

organically from the findings (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2015, p. 225). 

 

As I transcribed the interviews, I wrote the respondent memos and did the first round of 

unrestricted, open coding. While going through each transcript, field note, and memo, I 

highlighted segments relevant to my research questions that appeared similar or contrasting to 

previous literature. My aim at this stage was not to unfold ‘true’ meanings and findings, but 

more so, as Strauss (1987) puts it “to open up the inquiry” (pp. 28-29). Early in the process, I 

organised the segments using codes in Microsoft OneNote. Under a section named Themes in 

OneNote, I created several pages and subpages that described codes (with examples from the 

data) that answered parts of my research questions and either built on or contradicted findings 

from previous research (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2015, p. 226). I created a codebook to organise 

the codes under three overarching themes (Rubin & Rubin, 2005, pp. 216-217). At this stage, 

I conducted selective coding in NVivo, which enabled me to visualise the codes and how they 

connect to the three large themes. I continued coding until the codes no longer pointed 

towards new information, meaning where I reached saturation in the material (Strauss, 1987). 

I utilised previous literature and, at the time evolving, theoretical framework to develop nine 

connecting categories between the 46 codes and three themes.  

 

Limitations 
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The SMA is one of Sweden’s biggest governmental agencies and has roughly 5,000 

employees (Migrationsverket, 2024). Therefore, a sample size of seven individuals is 

relatively small and is not representative or generalisable of all caseworkers in Sweden, nor 

do I seek to make generalisations. Instead, the study is only representative of those seven 

interviewed individuals. The outcomes of the analysis and the study may have been, or may 

not have been, different if I were to interview seven other caseworkers. Despite engaging in 

reflexivity and considering my position as a researching student (see Researcher 

Positionality), certain constraints were inescapable. For instance, my lack of interviewing 

expertise impacts the thesis (Rubin & Rubin, 2005, pp. 110-111). Proficiency and expertise in 

this field may have enabled me to dedicate further attention to coding and analysis. It may 

have additionally permitted me to ask more insightful questions throughout the interview to 

discover more about the topic.  

 

I encountered difficulty obtaining interview participants from the asylum units and other 

managers. Either they did not answer my emails or told me that assisting me with interview 

participants would “take a lot of time away from the organisation”. Participants also wanted 

approval from their managers before participating, although it is not mandatory. One of my 

participants advised me to, for example, contact the SMA’s official email address so that they 

could decide on whether they or other participants should be allowed to participate or not. The 

interview participation sample is, therefore, dependent on my network. 

 

Nevertheless, the study aims to acquire an in-depth understanding and knowledge regarding 

caseworkers’ interpretations of the SOGIE asylum process. One of the greatest strengths of 

interview studies is how they can achieve in-depth knowledge about participants’ 

interpretations and perceptions, which is difficult to reach via quantitative studies. 

Additionally, by highlighting how new findings contrast, compare, or expand on previous 

literature, qualitative research instead cultivates theoretical generalisations (Luker, 2008, p. 

127). 

  

Researcher Positionality 
 

To ensure transparency and integrity, I describe my research process and logic throughout the 

thesis (Given, 2012). In the background, delimitations, and disposition, I explain the context 
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and scope of the thesis. My methodology and data section, including sampling strategy and 

limitations, serve to justify and explain my approach and process of research. In qualitative 

research, the researcher usually acts as the main instrument during data collection and 

analysis (Robson & McCartan, 2016, p. 148). Reflecting upon my role and position as a 

researcher – the practice of reflexivity – is thus an integral part of my thesis as it unveils 

limitations or biases in the research (Robson & McCartan, 2016, p. 168; Subramani, 2019; 

Tracy, 2013, pp. 2-3).  

 

My research focuses on issues of SOGIE and asylum. Inevitably, my gender identity, sexual 

orientation, ethnicity, and socio-economic background will colour my understanding of the 

discussed subjects and the execution of the research (Subramani, 2019). Being a lesbian 

woman has not only influenced my interest in queer research, but also how I interpret and 

experience social structures regarding SOGIE. Additionally, my previous research and 

engagement in migration studies influence my choice of topic, research question, and research 

design (Strauss, 1987, pp. 9-10). This essay aims to contribute to research at this intersection, 

which can provide insight into how caseworkers experience SOGIE asylum assessments in 

Sweden. Such knowledge is vital to adapting the SOGIE asylum process in the long term so 

that it is fair and just. At the same time, I want to point out that another purpose of the essay is 

to achieve a master’s degree at Lund University, which serves my academic and professional 

pursuits. As a native Swede, I have previous knowledge of the political landscape, the 

government management system, societal norms and the SMA’s work areas, which helped me 

to ask relevant and informed questions during the interviews. Being Swedish-speaking 

facilitated all parts of the interview process – including contact with participants, the actual 

interview, and feedback. 

 

The interview content was primarily focused on the participants’ interpretations of the legal 

position and guidelines for processing SOGIE asylum applications, as well as their experience 

of their role as civil servants. The topic of the participant’s sexuality did appear in three of the 

interviews, however, briefly. During two of the interviews, I mentioned my identity as part of 

the LGBTQI, as we discussed our shared experiences of insight into queer identity in contrast 

to the SMA’s expectations of SOGIE asylum seekers. I found that this disclosure fostered 

openness and understanding between us. However, in the other interviews, I chose not to 

reveal my SO, as I did not believe it was relevant to the interview, and I did not want to limit 

the conversation or create expectations about what was appropriate to say regarding the topic. 
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Ethical Considerations 
 

Informing the participants about the study was an essential ethical consideration that I 

undertook to protect and respect the participants’ self-determination (Halse & Honey, 2005). 

Therefore, I gave the participant an information sheet and consent form before each interview. 

The purpose of the sheet was to inform the participants about the study, its goal, and how it 

will be used (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2018, p. 32). I described how participants may ask me or 

my supervisor questions, that participation is voluntary, their confidentiality is assured, that 

their identity will not be traceable in the study, that interview data will be analysed, and that 

the thesis will be published to the public on Lund University’s LUP Student Papers. I obtained 

informed consent from all participants before recording the interview, either through the 

written consent form or verbally before the interview.  

 

Most participants stated before the interview that anonymity was central for them to feel safe 

discussing their experience working at the agency. To ensure their identities’ anonymity, I kept 

their personal contact information and interview recordings confidential. This is especially 

important as all interviewees work within the same organisation (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2018, 

p. 33). Describing their age, whereabouts, and length of employment in the study could reveal 

their identity, particularly to other colleagues, which three participants emphasised during 

their interview (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2018, p. 33). At the start of each interview, I informed 

the participants again about the study, anonymity, recording, and the possibility of 

withdrawing their consent. Additionally, each participant is assigned a pseudonym in the 

thesis to protect them further. After the transcribing process, I deleted all recordings. I also 

decided not to ask participants for demographic information.  

 

Findings and Analysis 
 

I present the findings and analysis in three sections according to the themes that emerged from 

examining the interview data. Firstly, I examine the essentialising of sexuality and gender at 

the SMA, the most prominent theme I have found. The essentialisation is noticeable in three 

different ways – through the construction of the actual ‘queer’ refugee, stereotyping, and 

preconceived notions, as well as the questioning of SOGIE asylum seekers. I investigate the 

caseworkers’ role as state policy executors in the second theme. I analyse how they 
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understand and navigate their role as civil servants and how bureaucratic power dynamics and 

challenges manifest in their work. The last theme I discuss is internal criticism. Here, I 

distinguish caseworkers’ critiques that are punching upward towards the government and the 

SMA, as well as issues with implementation and knowledge within the agency. In the last 

section, I examine the expressed room for improvement by the caseworkers regarding the 

processing of SOGIE asylum applications and the agency’s strategies and structure at large.  

 

Essentialising Sexuality and Gender 
 

In this section, I analyse the assessment of SOGIE and how the SMA prioritises LGBTQI 

identification and group affiliation. To identify someone as belonging to the group, they also 

prioritise that the asylum seeker has undergone a process of self-reflection and self-

realisation. If the asylum seeker has not undergone such a process or can articulate their 

feelings about their SOGIE, their identity and group affiliation are considered unlikely.  

 

To be considered Reliable: Constructing the True Queer Refugee 
 

SOGIE asylum seekers must be able to talk about their feelings and thoughts about their 

SOGIE to be considered reliable and make their SOGIE probable to the caseworker. The SMA 

and the legal position regarding SOGIE inform the caseworker to focus on the asylum 

seeker’s feelings related to their SOGIE rather than sexual activities. My seven interviews 

with caseworkers propose that the SMA focuses on emotional insight during investigations of 

SOGIE asylum seekers. There is an expectation among all interviewed caseworkers that the 

asylum seeker must, during an asylum investigation, express how they came to understand 

their SOGIE identity in some way. There is a pattern that the realisation should also bring 

about various negative emotions, such as shame or difference. Participants Lotta and Agnes 

explicitly mention the DSSH method – different, stigma, shame, harm – as it sometimes 

guides the investigation of SOGIE asylum cases. Lotta finds that the model may lead 

caseworkers to incorrect expectations of SOGIE asylum seekers – for example, that everyone 

would at some point feel shame connected to their orientation or identity.  

 

Multiple interview participants expect that recognising one’s SOGIE evokes negative feelings, 

as asylum seekers often flee from situations or countries where they face persecution due to 
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their identity or orientation. Based on the theoretical framework, this can be interpreted as the 

essentialisation of the SOGIE refugee identity. The asylum seeker is expected, due to both 

their SOGIE identity but also as refugees, to undergo suffering. Butler’s (2006) concept of 

performativity continues to unveil the power dynamics in the process. Emotional and self-

perceived narratives of SOGIE asylum seekers cannot be seen as a manifestation of a clear-cut 

and essential identity but rather as a performative reaction to the pressures and expectations of 

the authority and society. 

 

When conducting asylum interviews, the SMA instructs caseworkers to prioritise the asylum 

seeker’s narrative and their ability to express emotions and thoughts about their SOGIE. This 

indicates that emotional vulnerability is one of the most crucial factors in determining the 

asylum seeker’s reliability. One way to understand the occurrence is as a component of 

identity building from a social constructivist standpoint. Social conventions about queer 

identification and deviance from heteronormative society shape the identity of the queer 

asylum seeker (Jung, 2015; Seidman, 2016, pp. 249-251; Zisakou, 2023). In the light of 

‘performability’, the SMA and caseworkers’ expectations can be seen as requirements for 

recognisability and intelligibility (Butler, 2006). When the SOGIE asylum seeker does not 

meet expectations, their identity is not understandable within the framework of the 

bureaucracy and society’s norms around SOGIE. If the asylum seeker’s identity is not 

understandable or intelligible, they cannot be recognised as queer by the system either (Butler, 

2006, pp. 22-25). 

 

However, some caseworkers expressed that assuming such could pose problems since 

realising one’s identity could also involve positive emotions. According to Linnea, the 

decision-makers in her unit fail to effectively communicate that there are several ways to 

understand or feel about one’s SOGIE. They told her that LGBTQI persons in Sweden 

experience negative feelings as shame. Thus, SOGIE asylum seekers should experience 

shame considerably more, as they come from cultures where being queer is “norm-breaking 

or dangerous.” 

 
And so, you start from those assumptions when you assess or ask questions about 

LGBTQ-related asylum reasons. That is the logic [at the SMA]. […] This is something 

that is associated with a life-threatening situation for you, so it must be that you feel a 

great deal of shame and guilt and fear about your sexuality or your trans identity. Here [at 
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the SMA], there is no such thing: that it can be a positive experience or that you just do 

not think too much about it. Or to think, “I am who I am... so what?” 

 

Most participants are aware that there are different ways of thinking and feeling about one’s 

SOGIE; for example, LGBTQI individuals realise their identity in various ways and at 

different ages. One participant, Agnes, describes “insight” as “a process – when did you 

notice that you might not live up to heteronormative expectations?”. She acknowledges that 

prevailing societal norms are heteronormative; yet she fails to reflect on the SMA and the 

guidelines heteronormative notions, therefore contributing to re-enforce sexuality and gender 

essentialism.  A few participants attest that the perception of SOGIE asylum seekers at the 

SMA is simplistic. Reflecting upon the theoretical framework, such perceptions run the 

danger of sustaining an essentialist understanding of what it means to seek SOGIE asylum. 

Such an image poses risks of ignoring the versatility of asylum seekers (Dustin & Ferreira, 

2021; García Rodríguez, 2023; Klesse, 2021, p. 118; Moussawi & Vidal-Ortiz, 2020; 

Seidman, 2016, p. 244; Singer, 2021, p. 240), who may experience both good and negative 

emotions regarding their SOGIE. 

 

The Truthful Narrative 
 

The assessment determines whether the narrative is credible, reliable, and sufficient. 

According to all interview participants, reliability is the most critical factor in this evaluation 

process as it lays the ground for the final probability assessment. Meaning, whether the 

asylum seeker has made their membership to a particular group – i.e. LGBTQI –probable or 

not. The caseworker Camilla describes reliability as: “Whether they can narrate in such a way 

that it appears as self-experienced – that it is not a generic story.” Through a theoretical 

standpoint, the asylum assessment procedure reflects the SMA’s fundamental belief that there 

is a true queer identity – similarly to how heteronormative society assumes heterosexuality 

and cisgender as essential and uniform (Seidman, 2016, pp. 249-251). 

 

SOGIE asylum seekers are not always aware of the expectations that caseworkers at the SMA 

have of them. The caseworkers I interview tell me that they or the asylum seeker’s public 

assistant try to inform that the asylum seeker’s self-reflection and feelings are prioritised. In 

cases where the narrative does not meet these expectations, caseworkers try to “nudge” 

asylum seekers through follow-up questions to tell them more about feelings, insight, and 
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what it is like to live as queer in their country of origin. Suppose the asylum seeker fails to 

satisfy the SMA, caseworker, and decision-makers’ expectations for self-reflection and self-

realisation. In that situation, caseworkers attempt to “drag out” such reflections, as this is 

required for granting refugee status.  

 

Agnes discusses the importance of asylum seekers providing insight into their sexual identity 

rather than simply stating that they have had same-sex partners. Agnes usually needs to ask 

for more information from asylum seekers beyond their relationships – as the excerpt below 

extenuates. Asylum seekers must have gone through self-discovery and be able to describe 

their feelings.  

 
You just told me you have fallen in love with this girl […]. But you have not actually told 

us about how you came to an understanding with your sexual orientation. You told me 

before that you felt very alone when you realised your sexual orientation. Can you tell me 

more about that? 

 

Both Agnes and Jimmy place significance on this distinction during the reliability assessment. 

Both say that it happens that people talk about previous relationships, but change the partner’s 

pronoun, to present themselves as queer. Asylum seekers sometimes give them short answers 

and vague stories indicating they may not be ‘truthful’. Jimmy believes there is a difference 

between being friends and being in love with someone. A gay man seeking asylum might tell 

him, for example, “I used to like this guy”, but Jimmy says, “It is another thing to be in love”.  

 

As part of moving away from discretionary requirements, the SMA has emphasised the 

individual’s self-perceived narrative, rather than sexual activity, to assess LGBTQI 

membership (Gröndahl, 2023, pp. 10-12). Inquiries regarding sexual acts are prohibited in the 

process by EU regulations, which highlights the importance of asylum seekers sharing their 

feelings, thoughts, and emotions (Gröndahl, 2020, pp. 139-146). The guidelines reflect the 

law, which reflects a perception of SOGIE as a “fundamental characteristic” of the individual, 

something that cannot be changed or hidden (Prop. 2005/06:6, 2005, p. 27). The interview 

material does, however, seem to indicate that expectations do encompass certain behaviours 

and activities, such as being in or having been in a non-heterosexual relationship in the past. 
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In this prerequisite, a kind of confusion arises among some caseworkers, which causes 

challenges in the asylum interview. Some claim that assessing someone who has never been in 

a relationship is complicated. Admittedly, none of the caseworkers I spoke to have been 

involved in such a case, and the SMA informed them that “actions” – such as being in a 

relationship – should not be paid as much attention as feelings and thoughts. Linnea shares an 

experience at work where she denied a bisexual woman a residence permit that exemplifies 

this confusion. The woman discussed her previous relationships with a woman. Yet, because 

she did not have emotional, deep thoughts and what Linnea perceived as a self-experienced 

narrative, it was not enough to be considered probable – just as the SMA informed Linnea. 

Nevertheless, Linnea got into trouble with the management, who said she had not investigated 

the woman’s statement ‘accurately’.  

 

Together, the nudging, focus on the linear process of self-realisation, and the self-experienced 

narrative indicate no place for other understandings or experiences of queerness. The true 

queer has not only gone through a linear path (Middelkoop, 2013, p. 161; Millbank & Berg, 

2009; Spijkerboer, 2013, p. 224) from negative emotions to self-awareness but can also 

express this process in a way that the caseworker understands as self-experienced – which, 

according to Marcus, is a nuanced, deep, and descriptive narrative. On the other hand, the 

large emphasis on the self-experienced narrative in comparison to other modes of evidence, 

contrasts previous literature suggesting that caseworkers assume SOGIE asylum to, for 

example, have knowledge about the queer scene or share pornographic material (see, for 

example, (Danisi, Dustin, Ferreira, & Held, 2021, p. 148; Dustin & Held, 2021, p. 200; García 

Rodríguez, 2023; Gray & Mcdowall, 2013; Lewis, 2019, pp. 226-227; Lunau & Andreassen, 

2023; Middelkoop, 2013, pp. 164-165; Spijkerboer, 2013, p. 225). 

 

From a queer perspective, the SMA conveys through guidelines such as the legal position and 

the DSSH model, an essentialist view of gender and sexuality. According to performativity, 

SOGIE are not fixed essences but are expressed through repeated actions and representations. 

Through the performativity lens (Butler, 2006), SOGIE is changeable and contextual – which 

contrasts the description of SOGIE as a fundamental characteristic as described by the SMA 

and the preparatory work of the Aliens Act (Prop. 2005/06:6, 2005). By understanding SOGIE 

as performative acts, expectations of specific behaviours or expressions – or feelings for that 

matter – appear narrow and problematic. Additionally, the expectations may be seen as 

intelligibility characteristics that asylum seekers must possess for the SMA and its 
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caseworkers to recognise them as true. The tension between performativity and essentialism is 

reflected in the work of the caseworkers at SMA.  

 

One participant specifically mentioned that they do not identify as gay and, thus, do not know 

how a gay “emotional process” is supposed to unfold. Nevertheless, the quote below suggests 

they expect SOGIE asylum seekers to be able to navigate and narrate their SOGIE. The 

caseworker goes on to describe their expectations and what they are founded on: 

 
Most of the time, you have had at least one partner […]. That is when you understand that 

you are gay or lesbian. Most are also adults, of course, so everyone has lived 20+ years in 

their home country with this knowledge [their SOGIE]. It is a very long time […] – again, 

those experiences are pretty unique – why we see a requirement […].  

 

Based on the theoretical framework, the expectations may be an indication of an essentialist 

image of sexuality and refugeeness – which together influence the construction of the true 

queer refugee. Although the quote is not very long, it builds up an insightful picture of the 

linear process of reflection and insight that asylum seekers must achieve to be seen as reliable 

and thus granted asylum (Giametta, 2017; Zisakou, 2023). The idea that only those who have 

had a romantic relationship can understand their SOGIE is inherently essentialist. It is based 

on the idea that everyone has an innate and fixed true SOGIE that lies latent and hides within 

them (Seidman, 2016, pp. 243-244), which is then revealed in a relationship. Several years of 

brooding are expected when the individual has realised their identity, which does not hold any 

fluidity or change.  

 

In addition, SOGIE asylum seekers come from situations and countries where they are 

exposed or fear persecution. Therefore, their narrative involves, is expected, and above all is 

privileged to be “unique” – to contain signs of some suffering or battles of emotions 

(Giametta, 2017; Middelkoop, 2013, pp. 160-161, 165-166; Spijkerboer, 2013, p. 225): 

scholars and the theoretical framework signal how such expectations are culturally blind. 

Through the lens of performative believability and recognisability (Butler, 2006, p. 43; 

Hertoghs & Schinkel, 2018), the true queer refugee narrative is thus only a parody of the 

SMA essentialist idea of the true queer refugee. To be recognised as a refugee, the asylum 

seeker must perform as the subordinate cultural Other – who has undergone enough suffering; 

and to be recognised as the queer Other – who felt enough different and outside in their 
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‘phobic’ country or culture (Akin, 2019; Hertoghs & Schinkel, 2018; Zisakou, 2023). ‘The 

requirement of shame’ does not accommodate various ways of viewing one’s SOGIE 

(Dawson & Gerber, 2017; Åberg, 2023) and how it is influenced by societal norms and power 

structures (Zisakou, 2023).  

 

Stereotyping 
 

Sometimes, the asylum investigation of SOGIE cases appears to be coloured by preconceived 

notions about love, sexual orientation, origin, and class. Marcus testifies about discussions at 

his unit, where colleagues have said that “all Moroccan street children all of a sudden claim to 

be gay” and “These young guys did not see a future in their home country. They had to figure 

out a way to get out of there”. He describes how colleagues claim that all North Africans use 

the same, generic story when applying for asylum on SOGIE grounds and that their “profiles” 

have too many resemblances, for example: 

 
It could be that all the guys said they had met and fallen in love with another guy on a 

football pitch. […] You can point that out if everyone says the same thing. Then, there 

may be a lack of collective credibility. 

 

Jimmy also talks about how he meets SOGIE asylum seekers from “mainly three African 

countries” with similar “profiles”. In his context, young African women are met with 

scepticism due to their socioeconomic background. 

 
It is always those who come from some country far away from here. Then the question is 

– is it not easier to seek protection elsewhere? […] One country is dominant, and then 

you have to ask.... It is not that all the world’s LGBTQ people come from a single 

country, but something else is going on here. Some signs of human trafficking. This is 

usually the case if you cannot afford to go to Sweden. […] It is unclear where the money 

comes from. 

 

Such notions pointed out by Marcus and Jimmy paint a picture of asylum seekers being 

fraudulent based solely on their origins and class and accuse them of fabricating their stories 

as an ‘easy’ route for international protection (Ferreira, 2022). This mirrors Borrelli’s (2022) 

and Hertohgs and Schinkel’s (2018) suggestions that there is inconsistency in the distinction 
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between asylum seekers who fit into different categories and those who do not, such as 

deserving and undeserving. Additionally, it builds on Joormann’s (2020, pp. 32-33) finding 

that asylum seekers from the lower class are often seen as undeserving, illegitimate, and not in 

need of protection. From an intersectional perspective, this illustrates how impoverished 

individual’s intersecting identities – such as the Moroccan children – collectively influence 

their position in the asylum system (Moussawi & Vidal-Ortiz, 2020) and are not given proper 

consideration in their queer identities (Crenshaw, 1989; Venturi, 2023). 

 

According to the SMA’s legal position, the need for protection is connected to a question of 

identity, and not necessarily sexuality – but what does this entail for individuals who view 

their orientation as a simple attraction? Or for individuals who are not perceived by others to 

belong to the LGBTQI group? The visibility of one’s group affiliation is brought up in one of 

the interviews. The focus on the insight into one’s identity tries to avoid stereotypical notions 

of who is LGBTQI. However, caseworkers’ perception of asylum seekers’ group affiliation is 

still assessed. For example, one caseworker says: 

 
So, you usually notice if the person is trans. People who come from these countries 

usually cannot afford to have this kind of gender correction or surgery either. So, then it 

[their situation] is even more vulnerable. So, if you are a lesbian, maybe... It is not like 

everyone sees you are a lesbian unless you are aware or very clearly dress that way. If 

you are transgender, it is pretty obvious. 

 

Considering the theoretical framework, the quote uncovers a dependence on visual and 

stereotypical indicators in the SOGIE asylum assessment, which risks perpetuating 

preconceived notions about how trans individuals should appear and act concerning society’s 

cis-normative and binary norms. It creates an unsustainable, homogeneous, and essentialist 

picture of trans persons by assuming that everyone wants to have gender-affirming surgery or 

treatments – which further engrains the idea of trans identity as something medically achieved 

(see, for example, Spijkerboer, 2013, p. 222). This comment may be viewed in a larger 

context as exemplifying the misconception that trans individuals are easily identifiable based 

on their looks, causing them to be perceived as innately vulnerable. According to García 

Rodríguez (2023), categorising SOGIE asylum seekers as ‘vulnerable’ is inadequately 

nuanced, potentially reinforcing norms that favour cis persons and perpetuate binary gender 

systems. Furthermore, it ignores the diversity of varied experiences of SOGIE asylum seekers, 
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reflecting a kind of bureaucratic violence that further marginalises non-conforming asylum 

seekers.  

 

Considering Butler (2006), certain performative acts of gender are more recognisable and 

intelligible than others in the asylum system. The quote by Jimmy below illustrates how 

appearance may play a role in the assessment of SOGIE asylum: 

 
You should not judge someone based on their appearance, and we do not. But like...if I 

see a girl seeking asylum. She says she is a lesbian... [unintelligible] ...She looks very 

lesbian. I am not saying it affects me, but like she looks very lesbian.  

 

The statement indicates that the asylum process is based on a strict set of gender norms and 

expectations, which are based on hetero and cisnormativity. The result is that certain 

performative acts, or gender expressions, are more privileged than others. It is unspoken what 

it means to look lesbian, aside from some ‘dress’; however, previous research by Lee and 

Brotman (2011) suggests that individuals who are gender-nonconforming and thus more 

visible in their expression (as it more clearly violates prevailing norms about SOGIE) have an 

easier time getting asylum granted. Their gender nonconformity is seen as evidence of their 

queerness, which further indicates that sexuality and gender are often entwined in the asylum 

assessment. 

 

Grasping at Straws 
 

Sara perceives decision-makers in her office as trying to ‘grasp at straws’ when deciding 

whether to grant or reject SOGIE asylum applications. She experiences that they occasionally 

try to find signs that the asylum seeker is lying, such as fidgeting or not meeting the 

caseworker’s gaze during the asylum investigation. Accordingly, they are not making their 

claims probable. “Some decision-makers thought that if the person does this or behaves this 

way, it is more credible than a person who behaves differently.” Furthermore, she describes 

the situation and the information from the SMA as ambiguous. While SOGIE asylum seekers 

should experience feelings of shame and thus find it difficult to disclose their identity, their 

nervousness should be taken as an indication of unreliability. 
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Jimmy experiences a similar contradiction to Sara. In this case, his impression is that 

decision-makers do not always follow the legal position properly. He points out that the 

asylum seeker’s vulnerability sometimes is more visible due to being gender-nonconforming 

and being attributed a queer group affiliation. The first paragraph of the legal position 

(RS/015/2021, 2021) states that caseworkers’ assessment of asylum seekers must apply to the 

claimed protection reason of actual or attributed SOGIE. This is in line with the EU 

Qualification Directive Article 10(2) (European Union: Council of the European Union, 2011) 

which states that it is immaterial whether the asylum seeker possesses the characteristics that 

attract persecution, as long as the persecutor attributes those characteristics to the asylum 

seeker. Despite this, decision-makers, in his experience, have urged him to focus more on 

flaws in narratives and not assess the attributed group affiliation. In one specific asylum case, 

Jimmy had to edit the protocol, at the decision maker’s command, to shift focus from asylum 

seekers’ gender expression to the reliability of its narrative.  

 

Since asylum seekers are situated in a bureaucratic environment – a migration authority – the 

power to define themselves is not in their own hands but with caseworkers and decision-

makers (Middelkoop, 2013, p. 168). Considering the concept of bureaucratic violence, this 

may be viewed as one of many mechanisms to control and register displaced people. To be 

viewed as reliable, credible, and adequate, the asylum seeker must fit within the identity 

construction, the reliable and true queer refugee. With each establishment of an identity, the 

Other is also constructed (Seidman, 2016, p. 248). In practice, if one is seen as reliable, the 

other is unreliable, following the theoretical framework (Gunaratnam, 2003, p. 12). In this 

context, the Other are those who fail to make their queer asylum identity reliable and have a 

‘deficient’ history which lacks the emotions that the SMA demands.  

 

The caseworkers restate what the SMA asserts in the legal position when discussing 

sufficiency, credibility, and reliability. For instance, assessing the asylum seekers’ credibility 

entails examining their behaviour. Agnes says, for example, that she looks at whether the 

asylum seeker usually arrives on time or shows up late to meetings with the SMA. In addition, 

just like Jimmy, she generally looks at how long the asylum seeker has been in Sweden before 

applying for asylum. Finally, sufficiency is whether the evidence is sufficient to receive 

international protection. Lotta exemplifies and says that it can be about whether the asylum 

seeker risks being reported, murdered, or treated in an inhumane or degrading way if they 

return to the country of origin. 
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The caseworkers are indirectly asked to be sceptical during the asylum interview to assess 

whether the asylum seeker is part of the LGBTQI or not, as previous literature suggests (see, 

for example, Jubany, 2011; Selim, Korkman, Pirjatanniemi, & Antfolk, 2023). However, the 

caseworkers have a divided understanding of the nature of the asylum interview. Around half 

of the interviewed caseworkers prefer to describe the asylum interview as a process that 

purely assesses reliability. In contrast, the other half considers that the process explicitly 

questions the asylum seeker’s identity as LGBTQI. Camilla says, “After all, we never say 

whether someone is lying or not”, while others perceive the process as just that. Linnea says, 

“The asylum seeker must make it probable that they are not simply lying”, and Jimmy says, 

“Some lie. It happens quite often. That is how it is”. 

 

The Executors of State Policy 
 

The caseworkers’ shared view of the asylum interview also reflects how they understand their 

role and position in the asylum process. In this part, I examine how the caseworkers 

understand, navigate, and reflect on their civil servant roles. 

 

Understanding the Role in the Context of Queer Asylum 
 

The experience of caseworkers in their role as civil servants at SMA underscores the 

challenges of balancing beliefs with policies. They all recognise the demanding nature of 

being representatives of the state, acknowledging the responsibility they hold for the lives of 

others. However, there is a divergence in how caseworkers perceive the state they represent. 

Some view themselves as representatives of democracy, while others, such as Linnea and 

Marcus, see themselves as agents of a repressive government. Agnes and Jimmy share similar 

interpretations that following Swedish laws, established through a democratically elected 

government, gives legitimacy to their work. Although some caseworkers do not necessarily 

agree with regulations and policies, they can find themselves in the role because they did not 

play an active role in choosing them. 

 

The divide in interpretations may point toward a deeper issue of authority and responsibility. 

From this point of view, some of the caseworkers may renounce power and responsibility 
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while defending their roles and actions (Dallara & Lacchei, 2021; Lipsky, 2010, pp. xiv, 226). 

The SMA tells them to act, and the SMA is informed by an elected and democratic 

government – therefore, their action is correct (Lindberg, 2020, p. 94). These findings relate 

to what Kalir (2019), Lindberg, and Borrelli (2018) describe in their studies. Here, the state’s 

policy and the agency’s guidelines are seen as inherently logical; thus, the caseworker does 

not have to take responsibility for the bureaucratic violence (to deny someone the right to 

freedom) they are asked to carry out. Some caseworkers I interviewed do not necessarily 

describe themselves as ‘gatekeepers’ of truth; but they do demonstrate how their position 

includes the power to question the integrity of SOGIE asylum seekers. They place themselves 

in the bureaucracy’s power structure and recognise their role in deciding who gets to settle 

and who gets deported.  

 

Caseworkers express that being a servant entails a balancing act where professionalism is 

coupled with compassion and empathy towards those seeking asylum. This is similar to how 

Lipsky (2010, pp. 71-73) describes the balance between the dethatched authority and 

humanistic approach. This balance serves as a means for caseworkers to navigate the 

discipline required by their role. How they describe the importance of their role differently 

reflects their understanding of the power they wield over asylum seekers. At the same time, 

they discuss a more emotional dimension of the exercise of power and the moral weight that 

accompanies the role. It is tough to be a caseworker, and they must make tough decisions—

Sara and Jimmy describe it as seeing things you do not want to see, but “that is the way it is.” 

In the quote below, Linnea expresses a form of hopelessness for the guidelines on SOGIE 

asylum and questions her position of power as a caseworker at SMA. “[…] In some cases, it 

feels so fucking impossible to make that assessment, and then it does not matter how 

unspecific or how specific the guidelines are, I think it feels completely... Like how, what... 

who am I?”. She says the responsibility to determine who stays or does not “gnawed at her 

mind”, ultimately leading her to leave the asylum caseworker position – which echoes the 

exit-voice-loyalty concept (Ekstedt, 2023). 

 

Jimmy does not perceive the guidelines challenging to comprehend but more so to apply or 

enforce. Jimmy and Lotta point out that there is no “facit” or ‘answer key’ to the asylum 

assessment—a set of answers corresponding to questions or issues. Therefore, it may be 

difficult for caseworkers to know if they are making the right decisions. It is not possible to 

determine if the person is LGBTQI or not, but only if the story is probable, credible, and 
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reliable. One way to interpret their perception is through the concept of bureaucracy. The 

SMA has already informed them of what constitutes the “right decision”; however, the 

challenge may stem from an introspective reflection on assuming the role, distinguishing true 

from unreliable, and grappling with the disciplinary power’s moral implications. It may also 

reflect the inherent ambiguity that makes it unclear whether the goal is to prevent and control 

displaced individuals’ movement or to protect refugees (França & Ribeiro, 2024). 

 

Navigating the Role 
 

Agnes and Jimmy state that an asylum seeker’s education can influence the language they use 

to express their sexual orientation, gender identity, or expression. With that knowledge, Agnes 

can set the “bar” differently during an investigation and adapt the inquiry to the individual. 

 

[…] I can set the bar much higher in terms of reliability if, let us say, it is a man from Iran 

who is a lawyer. And he knows what he is talking about. Compared to if I have a Somali 

woman who may have just been a housewife with no education. […] So, it is something 

you must bear in mind that it might not be easy for the asylum seeker to actually always 

articulate themselves and what it is they think and feel depending on their...where they 

come from and their educational background. 

 

Despite discretionary attempts by caseworkers, such as Agnes and Camilla, to adapt their 

language to reduce “authority language” or explain the process adequately to asylum seekers, 

their task remains to separate true queers from unreliable asylum seekers. Despite 

discretionary power, Weiss (2020, pp. 205-206) concludes that caseworkers often cannot 

adjust the assessment enough to resolve issues for asylum seekers but rather aid them. Instead, 

scholars such as Borrelli and Lindberg (2018) argue that Agnes’ and Camilla’s adjustments are 

made to make the caseworker’s duties more pleasurable or easy to navigate. 

 

Regardless of the grounds on which someone is seeking asylum, caseworkers’ previous 

training should be applicable. Nevertheless, many of the participants experienced that it is 

difficult to interview SOGIE asylum seekers because their situation is particularly vulnerable. 

SOGIE asylum differs from other grounds in the sensitive nature of identity issues. 

Investigating the probability level of asylum seekers’ self-perceived identity comes with 

intimate questions about feelings and self-awareness. All interview participants describe how 
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they find themselves in a challenging and uncomfortable position to ask such questions and, at 

the least, to try to investigate such a matter as SOGIE. Linnea and Lotta question how they 

can expect asylum seekers to be able to put their feelings into words, especially when, for 

many, it is the first time they have done so – not least in front of an official. The expectation is 

described as “unreasonable”, and they wonder how someone can discuss the insight into their 

SOGIE so accurately and in detail. Two of the interviewees identify as LGBTQI and suggest 

that the requirements set for SOGIE asylum are challenging to achieve based on their own 

experiences of queerness. One of them says for example: 

 
I can think of myself and how I came to an understanding of my own sexuality. In a way 

that makes.... I can see that it is not so obvious how these processes work or what to think 

and feel about them. 

 

There are several tools that caseworkers can use when trying to navigate or manage the role of 

a civil servant. One strategy for caseworkers to deal with their role and the ethical dilemmas 

that arise is to renounce responsibility and power (Ekstedt, 2023). The caseworker below 

explains how they can have opinions but emphasises that caseworkers’ ultimate responsibility 

is to follow the law and adhere to the SMA. Because they are executors of state policy, they 

perceive their role and actions as justified, which may be due to their devotion to the agency 

(Ekstedt, 2023; Golden, 1992; Hirschman, 1970). Jimmy says: 

 
You are here because you have been given a mission – the duty to follow the law and 

apply it. Not like a robot, but you must understand... You are an official; you are not a 

private person. You can have opinions, but you should preferably follow the law and not 

try to distort it. 

 

Ultimately, the interviewees suggest that navigating the roles of caseworker and civil servant 

requires a particular person or combination of traits. According to my participants, it refers to 

having the ability to understand the person in front of oneself and to be helpful and 

responsive. Not just anybody can be a caseworker, according to Sara, given the demands and 

contextuality of the role: “I do not think everyone can handle working in such a situation. You 

have to be a certain type of person […].” When I ask her if she can describe this person, she 

tells me about a ‘strange’ strategy that almost comes naturally with her role, and she describes 

it as “almost acting but you are not”.  
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Redirecting Responsibility 
 

During the interviews, I asked the participants how they navigate their role of handling 

SOGIE asylum seekers and the balance between their values and those of the civil servant. 

Two specific methods emerged that are not about balance but about separating oneself from 

one’s role – compartmentalising and transferring responsibility. Below, Sara explains 

compartmentalising in her own words: 

 

I think you must be very good at “compartmentalising” – many people used that word at 

Miggan [the SMA]. Because it is so important to draw this line and understand, “Here, I 

stop having any influence”. After that, it is not my responsibility. 

 

Above, caseworker Sara depicts two common strategies for navigating and dealing with the 

civil servant role: compartmentalising and responsibility transfer. Essentially, 

compartmentalising, which stems from psychology, entails dividing one’s thoughts and 

emotions into separate compartments. The other caseworkers use a similar strategy to 

navigate and handle their roles, separating themselves and their personal beliefs from the civil 

servant role and its responsibilities.  

 

Ataç (2019) and Bhatia (2020) describe how caseworkers are unaware of their position of 

power or transfer the responsibility to either the authority or employees with more power, 

such as decision-makers. The detachment between one’s person and work functions as a 

coping mechanism to deal with moral discomforts that appear at the job and arise as a natural 

consequence of performing bureaucratic violence. Similarly to Sara, Agnes describes how she 

must separate herself from the role in the quote below: 

 
Here are the regulations, and here are Agnes and my personal values. I have signed a 

contract that I work for the state, but somewhere.... […] It is not me who thinks this 

way—it is the government who thinks this way. You can use it as some kind of mantra 

when you write the decision. 

 

Based on the concept of bureaucratic violence, Agnes’s quote above can be interpreted as a 

strategy to preserve serenity in her role and to be able to perform the ethically challenging 

violence that bureaucracy demands – that is, to distinguish ‘true’ from unreliable. Through the 

mantra, the assessment is dehumanised and reduced to applying the regulations almost 
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mechanically. Although they have some manoeuvring power and discretion to utilise in their 

work, they often do not as they are dedicated to the agency and state’s policies. This 

phenomenon echoes how some SMA caseworkers reflect on their role. In a bureaucratic 

structure, their role is separated from their person, allowing them to think critically about the 

process and how it is carried out without positioning themselves in it (Kalir, 2019). Sara 

chooses to describe it as “almost acting”, and Marcus says he puts on a “civil servant coat” – 

both pointing to a disassociation or detachment (Lipsky, 2010, pp. 71-73) between their 

influence and opinions. The phenomenon is further illustrated through Camilla’s depiction of 

her responsibilities: 

 

What I am responsible for is the law and the government. They have set laws, and I 

cannot work outside them. No matter how sorry or how much pity I feel for someone. It 

can be a difficult balancing act, but also something that gets easier with time. 

Unfortunately, you kind of become numb. 

 

Reflecting on Camilla’s words, it seems to suggest that the caseworker role must be objective 

to the extent that their values and judgement must diminish – resembling the powerless role of 

civil servants caught in between bureaucracy and violence. Some caseworkers see neutrality 

and objectivity as inherent in the role. Since they have been taught how a government official 

is neutral, objective, and follows the law, this is also perceived as a logical and intrinsic part 

of their position (Lindberg, 2020, p. 94). Since the guidelines are set by the SMA, which in 

turn is informed by the government, which is democratically elected, the guidelines are 

objective in the eyes of some caseworkers – because civil servants are objective (du Gay, 

2000; Ekstedt, 2023). These inherent parts of the bureaucratic system are necessary to 

function and are expressed by closely following guidelines that prioritise logic and order. 

 

Internal Criticism 
 

In the last part of the analysis, I highlight the caseworkers’ criticisms and views regarding 

improvements to the SOGIE asylum system and guidelines. This part continues to reflect their 

position as caseworkers at the SMA and as civil servants of Sweden’s government. 
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Issues with Implementation 
 

The most significant issue with implementing guidelines for processing SOGIE asylum 

seekers is that the guidelines are unclear. As Linnea describes it below, there is an awareness 

that it is difficult to identify people at all, especially if it means that the identification is 

internal: “It is relatively vague, too. How to judge a person’s sexual orientation or, gender 

identity, or something. That is very... it is probably also in some way intentional [by the SMA] 

that it should be [vague].” She describes the vagueness of guidelines as a conscious choice – 

the legal position should not define what is the ‘queer’ experience, but there should be room 

for different experiences.  

 

The SMA utilises the acronym LGBTQI to describe the particular social group who seek 

asylum based on SOGIE. As the literature review suggests, the research on trans and intersex 

people in this context is scarce; thus, I ask the caseworkers if they have received specific 

knowledge regarding those asylum seekers. All caseworkers answered that there was no such 

guidance and had been informed that the legal position should encompass all identities within 

the umbrella term. Although the position is supposed to encompass all, Marcus argues that 

there is a significant focus on gays and lesbians from the SMA’s guidelines. As Lotta put it: 

“information about trans people was pretty poor”. Lotta expresses that there are problems 

with the fact that caseworkers at SMA are not trained enough in LGBTQI issues. Lotta 

experienced that the caseworkers could feel discomfort investigating SOGIE cases and, 

therefore, need more guidance than in other cases. The discomfort was usually due to a fear of 

accidentally saying something “stupid” or “non-politically correct”. Therefore, a ‘wrong 

focus’ could appear during asylum interviews. Lotta had to guide and remind the caseworkers 

to try to get a free and open story from asylum seekers. 

 

The SMA’s expectations of asylum seekers and evidence were unclear to Sara. She blames 

this on the absence of a proper onboarding process by the SMA, which left her feeling 

unprepared, disappointed, and lacking knowledge regarding LGBTQI and other ‘sensitive’ 

asylum grounds. During their time at SMA, the only one who took part in LGBTQI-specific 

training that I interviewed was Lotta. The training package from the European Asylum 

Support Office they received as a decision-maker included balancing the ‘free’ story while 

also adhering to the DSSH model. They also tell me that it is more often that decision-makers 
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receive such training, but that they believe it would be more beneficial for the caseworkers – 

who are the ones who are participating in the investigation.  

 

Punching Upwards 
 

In one part of the interview, I asked the caseworkers about their role as civil servants and how 

they balance personal opinions and values with their titles. One caseworker, Linnea, positions 

her role on a larger scale that exceeds the borders of Sweden. She says:  

 

I am a representative of legislation that I do not support. But it is also […] ... from some 

sort of larger, global perspective. It is also – for me – a structure, an organisation that is 

part of a global system of borders and inequalities and segregation. Globally, where we sit 

and say, “You can come here; you cannot come here” and decide on what grounds it 

happens. 

 

This echoes queer asylum scholars’ (Luibhéid, 2008; Jordan, 2009; Rao, 2020, p. 143) 

understanding of how the asylum system operates through policies influenced by colonialism 

and neoliberalism. She acknowledges a “global system of borders and inequalities” that 

speaks to the notion of power/knowledge and webs of power relations (Foucault, 1978, p. 93; 

Johnson, 2016). Sara similarly expresses: “In the end, it is the individual versus the state, and 

you [the asylum seeker] are, of course, at a disadvantage. All the asylum seekers who come 

are at a disadvantage.” Together, these quotes can be interpreted in a broader sense through 

the concept of bureaucratic violence, recognising the unequal power dynamics between the 

global north and west (França & Ribeiro, 2024). 
 

As caseworkers – executors of state legislation – they are subjected to power dynamics in the 

context of the SMA and global and societal norms to carry out exclusionary truth politics 

(Foucault, 1984, pp. 72-74). Additionally, they are in a position of disciplinary power 

themselves, functioning as technologies to decide who is a true queer refugee and who is an 

unreliable asylum seeker (Green, 2010) or granting freedom to only some (Abdelhady, Gren, 

& Joormann, 2020). In this way, the global system – or systems of power – are sustaining and 

withholding the regime of truth (Foucault, 1984, p. 74). 
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The caseworkers who questioned their position and recognised that it includes power over the 

asylum seeker and those no longer employed also tend to question either the SMA, the current 

government, or both. Marcus, similar to Linnea, is dissatisfied with Sweden’s current 

government. He thinks it is challenging and “not great fun” to be a civil servant and represent 

the SMA when there is a “far-right government with roots in Nazism”. He says: 

 

The incumbent government has said explicitly that they want to limit asylum seekers’ 

freedom and human rights as far as is legally possible. And just a statement like that 

makes you want to remove your civil servant coat and get out of there. 

 

Through the exit-voice-loyalty concept (Ekstedt, 2023; Golden, 1992; Hirschman, 1970), 

Marcus’ dissatisfaction can also illustrate how caseworkers struggle between different 

approaches to handling ethical dilemmas. As the political landscape becomes increasingly 

restrictive regarding immigration and asylum, Marcus struggles to justify his position because 

the new landscape expects him to execute the policies. In the long run, this struggle can be 

seen as a manifestation of complicated power structures that caseworkers find themselves in 

and how new knowledge and truth regimes are established and constructed over time. Camilla 

makes a similar comment, saying: 

 
Now, the government wants to make it [seeking asylum] tougher in many aspects, and 

that is a challenge in itself. We, as individuals and colleagues at the workplace, think one 

thing, right? But then we must follow what is said. 

 

The criticism acknowledges a broader trend in asylum and migration policy – a paradigm shift 

influenced by right-leaning politics and restrictive ideology, as seen in Sweden and the EU’s 

New Pact on Asylum and Migration.  

 

According to former caseworker Lotta’s interpretation, situations arise at the SMA where the 

reliability assessment of events overshadows or is mixed up with the probability of group 

affiliation. The SMA failed to adhere to its legal position, which requires differentiation 

between reliability assessments of events that occurred and probability assessments of group 

affiliation. 
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Although the SMA would judge that the events are not reliable, this does not in itself 

mean that the very belonging to the social group is not probable […]. You must separate 

them, and there I feel that they [the SMA] may not really follow their legal position at all 

on that point. 

 

From an intersectional standpoint, combining the reliability and probability assessment runs 

the danger of ignoring how many aspects of the identity of SOGIE asylum seekers interact 

and influence persecution. Asylum seekers may face significant pressure from the SMA to 

provide a self-perceived narrative of self-reflection that includes suffering. Previous research 

by Akin (2017) has demonstrated that this pressure causes some asylum seekers to modify 

their narrative to conform to sociocultural biases in the host nation. In such cases, the 

reliability assessment may be skewed, and asylum seekers lose their fair and just chance of 

making their group belonging probable.  

 

Unsatisfying Knowledge Within 
 

As mentioned in the background, LGBTQI specialists were present at every asylum 

investigation until 2020, but this is not a requirement today. The specialists are independent, 

usually from RFSL, whose purpose is to assist with expertise on LGBTQI matters during 

asylum investigations. The topic of these specialists only appears in two out of seven 

interviews. Firstly, Marcus has no personal experience with specialists during his 

investigations and believes specialists are brought in “far from often enough”. Only Lotta and 

I extensively discuss the specialists’ role in the assessment. This might not be the case 

nationwide, but the lack of discussion regarding specialists emphasises Marcus’ statement. It 

could indicate that using experts is an exception rather than a norm.  

 

In Lotta’s experience, the specialists at her unit lacked specific and expert knowledge 

regarding the experience of LGBTQI individuals in certain countries. The participation of 

specialists before 2020 sometimes felt like a requirement by the SMA, “something that 

needed to be ticked off”, she says. They could also interject about specific questions that 

could be asked during the asylum interview. Lotta sensed that the questions, usually short and 

‘closed’, occasionally hindered the asylum seeker’s ability to tell their free story. If short 

questions are asked at the beginning of the interview, it can send signals to the asylum seekers 

that they are not expected to talk much or in depth. 
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Interpreters during asylum investigations fulfil an essential function, especially in SOGIE 

investigations where almost all evidence is based on the asylum seeker's narrative. Linnea and 

Marcus point out that interpreters, especially during SOGIE investigations, can cause 

difficulties. For example, they misinterpret the asylum seekers or resist saying or translating 

certain words. It may be because they think it is shameful to say certain things, are influenced 

by their values too much, or there is simply a lack of an accurate translation, says Linnea. 

Marcus also adds that it happens that interpreters lack knowledge about LGBTQI. 

 

Room for Improvement 
 

The caseworkers’ views of the system suggest that the SMA overlooks aspects of SOGIE 

asylum seekers’ experiences and needs, indicating a deficiency in their understanding of 

SOGIE asylum seekers. The lack of country-specific knowledge regarding SOGIE asylum-

seeking situations underlines the importance of a queer asylum theoretical perspective. By 

integrating such a perspective, the system may become more culturally appropriate and better 

adapted to the asylum seekers’ rights and welfare in the process (Danisi, Dustin, Ferreira, & 

Held, 2021, p. 469). 

 

The participants disagree on whether the guidelines should be more freely interpreted or 

specific. Those who believe that they should be more specific, such as Camilla, say that it 

would have been easier to make decisions and that there would have been a more 

straightforward framework within which to work. For example, richer country information 

about the lives of LGBTQI people in particular regions could have been helpful to have a 

more rigid framework to work within, says Marcus. This goes together with the fact that it 

appears that the training of caseworkers is not sufficient when it comes to specific LGBTQI 

knowledge. Instead, the focus is on teaching them about interview methodology – how each 

person is ‘unique’ and that each caseworker should ask open-ended questions. Beyond the 

position, it appears that the interview methodology that most participants lean towards when it 

comes to the processing of SOGIE asylum seekers is the one most participants lean towards.  

 

At the same time, as suggestions are made on how the process could be adapted to work 

better, some participants feel hopeless. Similarly to four other caseworkers, Jimmy has read 
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and taken part in criticism of the asylum process from, for example, RFSL and Gröndahl 

(2020; 2023). He believes that there are little to no proposals for improvements and that those 

put forward are unreasonable. “What they came up with just recently was that you should just 

pause it [the assessment]. But what does that mean? How do you pause, like...? Should we 

just say, “Hey, come back in 2 years”?!”. Now, unless it were magically possible to create a 

test to determine sexuality, Jimmy sees that he can only assess probability and reliability. 

Others argue that there is no way to improve the process other than to change the law – to 

make it more generous, humane, and inclusive of diverse cultures and LGBTQI. This, again, 

hints at the need to move from the SMA’s seemingly essentialist image of SOGIE asylum 

seekers and instead embrace intersectionality. 

 

Lotta proposes that the investigations could be longer in cases where the asylum seeker feel 

they have more to tell. It also presupposes that the SMA’s investigative techniques are 

improved, among other things, through training in memory psychology and trauma. By 

inviting experts in different areas, such as LGBTQI and psychology, to training sessions, the 

SMA could create a more trusting atmosphere and better conditions for the asylum seeker to 

speak freely – which Lotta believes is the most critical role of the SMA. Marcus states that 

there are in-house online training courses, but his experience is that they are very scarce. 

 

Simultaneously, nearly all caseworkers report that the authority is severely understaffed and 

under time pressure. Every year, the SMA receives a letter from the government with specific 

instructions. Sara says that caseworkers are required to meet the objectives, similar to other 

authorities: 

 
I think a lot could have changed if it was not like that. […] Understaffing leads to taking 

shortcuts. Solutions arise that are not good in the long term, and that lead to lots of 

different problems, as you can predict. 

 

Agnes voices similar concerns, saying: “The biggest […]  challenge as a caseworker at the 

SMA is probably […] that you have an extremely large number of cases. Not extreme, but... 

you have a lot of cases to keep a production rolling.” Limitations such as understaffing and 

time constraints underline structural bureaucratic issues, which result in bureaucratic violence. 

Sara’s observation of ‘shortcuts’ highlights the objectives’ tendency to prioritise efficiency 

over accuracy, further emphasised by the necessity of “keeping the production rolling”. Such 
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tendencies can lead to bureaucratic violence. If SOGIE asylum seekers are assessed 

recklessly, they are further marginalised, and their rights and freedom are jeopardised. The 

institutional norms and bureaucratic goals that permeate the SOGIE asylum assessment 

dehumanise SOGIE asylum seekers and turn them into a caseload. This enables caseworkers 

to continue compartmentalising their roles and values and shift responsibilities elsewhere. In 

line with Arendt’s (1969) analysis of bureaucracy and violence, the structure of bureaucracy 

allows this to happen. So, where is the appropriate place to assign responsibility for violence 

in a tyrannical system absent of a tyrant? 

 

Discussion and Conclusion 
 

This thesis aims to gain inside knowledge about the assessment of asylum based on SOGIE 

through caseworkers at the SMA. Three research questions sought to guide this study’s 

analysis, they read: 

 

- What is the role of caseworkers in the assessment of SOGIE asylum? 

c. How do caseworkers perceive their role? 

d. How do bureaucratic structures impact caseworkers’ roles? 

 

The research, which centres on caseworkers’ experiences, reveals insight into bureaucratic 

challenges and power dynamics in the SOGIE asylum process. The caseworkers perceive that 

the guidelines for assessing SOGIE asylum place great importance on asylum seekers’ 

narrative, as it is often the only evidence available to assess internal claims for asylum. The 

narrative is assessed, above all, on its reliability and how well it presents the probability of the 

asylum seekers group affiliation as queer. The analysis reveals that, to be seen as reliable, 

asylum seekers must be able to self-reflect on their process of self-realisation of their identity. 

It appears that the expectations of this narrative are based on stereotypes and essentialist 

notions of queerness and refugeeness, and asylum seekers are assessed based on their ability 

to perform believability.  

 

The role of caseworkers in evaluating SOGIE asylum can be interpreted as a form of 

‘gatekeepers’ of truth. Through the SMA’s guidelines, they are trained to treat asylum seekers 

with scepticism, for example, by carefully analysing asylum seekers ‘unreliable’ behaviours, 
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such as nervousness or flaws in their narrative. The caseworkers must place bureaucratic 

requirements and efficiency ahead of their morals and compassion for asylum seekers in their 

function as state policy executors. The bureaucratic environment permits discretion, such as 

independently structuring the asylum interview or using less authority language. However, it 

forces the caseworkers to become detached rather than allowing them to combine their roles 

and ideals. The way caseworkers navigate their roles may be seen as a result of the 

bureaucratic violence and disciplinary force used to separate true queer refugees from 

unreliable asylum seekers. 

 

The problems that the caseworkers describe as occurring during the process – such as wrong 

focus and preconceived notions – suggest that a large part of the difficulties lie in the 

identification of the individual asylum seeker’s SOGIE. Unless caseworkers are trained 

fundamentally and comprehensively about LGBTQI and queerness, their role in entering a 

debate about the epistemology of sexuality is questionable. More generally, it is debatable 

whether it is appropriate for a government agency to determine the probability of an 

individual’s SOGIE. Based on the last part of the analysis – internal criticism – it appears that 

the guidelines the caseworkers must follow are perceived as ambiguous and unclear. Rather 

than developing even stricter guidelines, which clearly define what LBTQI ‘means’ and risk 

essentialising SOGIE asylum seekers further, more explicit guidance appears to be more 

critical.  

 

I contend that caseworkers lack the necessary resources to enter this epistemological domain 

given the absence of training on these topics at the SMA, as exemplified by Sara’s doubt 

following the insufficient onboarding procedure as a new hire. Additionally, the study reveals 

indications of a narrow and essentialist understanding of gender, sexuality, and culture at the 

SMA. Through a process of othering, the essentialist picture of the ‘true’ queer refugee is 

formed, set against the unreliable asylum seeker. In the state’s ‘regime of truth’, asylum 

seekers may be viewed as disciplined subjects, and the migration agency is a component of 

the power structure that creates and maintains the narrative of the ‘true’. This runs the danger 

of SOGIE asylum seekers’ identities not being considered probable (i.e. not believed) since 

they do not fit the SMA’s hetero and cisnormative norms. Examining the individual’s 

narrative is the caseworkers’ primary tool in the assessment. However, the narrative’s 

expectations are influenced by norms that asylum seekers must meet to be recognisable. 

Ultimately, the caseworkers assess the asylum seekers’ performative believability rather than 
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the source of their fear of persecution. The study’s caseworkers occasionally maintain they 

cannot balance their values with the demands of their jobs, which causes them to distance 

themselves from the position. From an analytical point of view, they express their ideals when 

they voice their discontent with the asylum system and their awareness of the many situations 

that SOGIE asylum seekers go through. They must, however, compartmentalise their ideals 

because of the bureaucratic violence they are obliged to carry out in deciding who gets to stay 

and who does not. What remains is a sceptic-trained ‘objective’ civil servant. Furthermore, 

there is the risk that inadequate time and staffing will lead to an inaccurate assessment of each 

claim. Under these circumstances, it is unfitting for the government, the SMA, and 

caseworkers to participate in this discussion. Therefore, how should the asylum system related 

to SOGIE operate and evaluate if it is improper to determine someone’s identity as SOGIE? 

 

Future Research 
 

Based on my conclusion of the study, I recommend future research to investigate the potential 

of moving away from identity and identification of the individual in the asylum process and 

assessment by refocusing on (fear of) persecution. There is a further need to problematise the 

assessment and how identity categories of Western-centric nature influence it. The 

mechanisms of exclusion and inclusion steering SOGIE asylum are engrained by bureaucratic 

power dynamics that systematically invoke violence on asylum seekers. The SMA’s 

essentialist view of SOGIE and the lack of education on intersecting identities (such as 

religion, gender, sexuality, and race) causes preconceived notions to be reproduced in the 

asylum system. Research should further investigate the effects of the credibility and reliability 

assessment on SOGIE asylum seekers. More specifically, how the assessment causes asylum 

seekers to adjust their narrative to cultural settings, reproducing an essentialist depiction of 

SOGIE asylum. Without a more intersectional and cultural understanding of queer realities at 

migration and asylum agencies, beyond the West, hetero and cisnormativity, I conclude that it 

is impossible to ensure that the SOGIE asylum process is fair and equitable – not only in 

Sweden but on a global level. 
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